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ABSTRACT

The Government ofNewfoundland and Labrador is in the process of implementing

massive reforms to the education system afmis province. This drive for reform has been

in light ofour current social and economic conditions. Presently, our system ofeducation

is viewed as a majO(" contributing factor to our inadequate performance in the global

market. The government of this province believes that the only way to bridge the gap that

currentJy exists aD performance indicators provincially, nationally and internationally is to

overcome the barriers that exist in educational development. and ensure that the best

system ofeducarion is provided. It is the aim aCme Newfouodland and Labrador

Gov~ to put an a.ccountability system in place to take corrective action if

performance is inadequate. It bas been suggested within the educational community that

the solution may lie in a continuous appraisal system for all educational personnel.

1be aim of the study was to investigate the attitudes and perceptions of

educational personnel towards evaluation policies and procedures. The stUdy was

conducted in a runLI area ofNewfoundland and Labrador that resembles most urban

centres in terms ofstudent and teacher population. The qualitative paradigm was

employed as the research methodology. Semi-structured interviews and focus groups

were used to gather data from the educatiooal personnel.

All teachers, regardless of their employment status in the education system in this
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study, favored the establishment ofan ongoing performance appraisal system for all

educational penonnei. This was found despite the prevailing belidthat educational

personnel do DOt want any form of performance appraisal Teacbers realize the

importance and need to be held accountable for their teaching. and welcome any process

that could further enhance their professional development. thus increasing their

accountability. As a result. the teachers in this study see a dire Deed for an evaluation

process beyond the traditional probationary and replacement time frames. Many problems

were cited concerning the way evaluation policies and procedures are currently

implemented in this province. The main issue conveyed involved the lack of stakeholder

input into the fonnulation and implementation ofexisting policies. Consequently, this

problem was viewed as the main barrier in the formulation ofan evaluation policy.

Respondents communicated that evaluation should be a continuous process that

emphasizes the formative., rather than the summative aspects ofevaluation.. Respondents

continuously reiterated the fael: that OUT society is constantly evolving and changing. As a

result, there is an increased need for the continuous evaluation of programs. teaching

styles and teachers, to ensure that the stUdents of this province are receiving the best

education poSSIble, so as to be competitive in the ever expanding and changing global

market.
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CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM

Tremendous pressure is being exerted on organizations to change in today's

society. A focus is especially directed toward publicly funded organizations. The

education system in the Province ofNewfoundland and Labrador has not escaped this

drive for social reform. lfanything. it has been put at the forefram ofme government's

agenda.

Educational stakeholdeR appear to agreethat some sort ofchange is necessary in

education at this particular time. The kind ofchange desired, and the direction from

which the pressure is coming to change is wide and varied. No one source can be

specifically identified, but rather there seam to be an accumulation of extemal forces

wanting something other than what they fed the current system provides.

Many reasons are given for this need to change including: declining enrolments,.

financial resources, a drastic change in the provinces traditional industries, the

technologicaJ revolution, and most importaDtly. low student: achievement levels. Today's

students arc entering a competitive global marlcet where the economic and social

landscapes are rapidly changing. As a result, the need for increased student achievement

levels is at an all time mgh. Educational literature explicitly states that student



achievement is inextricably linked with teacher- effectiveness. In Adjusting the Course

Pan Jl(l994) the Government ofNewfoundland and LabradOI" states that ~out goal fOI"

education is to transform this society from one ofpersistem under'-achievemem to one

whose achievement levels rank. with the best in the nation'" (p. I).

The Government of Newfoundland and Labrador recognizes that ther-e ar-e many

forces which contribute to the economic and social developmmr: of this province from

geography and climate., to global economic conditions. Yet, the govemmeat also realizes

that the most imponant force that can bridge the gap, and overcome barriers is

educational development. In Adjusting the Course Part II (1994) the governmcm states

«unlike some other factor'S which shape out devdopmeot., educational achievement is

entirely within our own capacity to change'" (p. 4). As a result, the Government believes

that for a change in educatiooal achievement to occur, fundamental changes must occur in

the structure with an incnased emphasis placed on the act of teaching.

It is the aim ofgovernment to initiate and carry out structural and curriculum

changes to the educational system to make it, not only more efficient, but more productive

in tmIlS ofeducated and pt"epal"ed studenu. This task of increasing educational

achievement in studeuts resides with the classroom teacher. Two points worthy of DOting

under Principles ofReform in Adjusting the Course Part II (1994) are:

means must be found to ensure the highest quality teaching. Increasing

anention must be given to teacher professiooal deve!opmeut. improving the



working conditions ofteacbers, and increasing the rewards for teacher

pc:dormance.

an aCCOUIItability system must be established to pemUt monitoring of

studem and system performance. Accompanying the accountability system

must be a meam of taking corrective action ifpc:donnance is inadequate.

Statemeat of the Problem

Society is increasing emphasis on doo.unentation and llCCOWItability. Teachers are

now, more than ever, being held accountable foc their ability to teach and the achievement

levels anained by their students. Pressure is stemming from the business community as

tbey fed the education system is not giving the graduates the necessary skills to work in a

competitive business environment. For this reason, the business community wants more

input and influence into the education system and wants the system and its teachers to be

accountable for the current inadequacies.

The governmeut's agenda is being influenced by the coocems ofme business

community, and they too believe ''lbat improved education is cruciaJ to our sociaJ and

ecooomic well-being. Higher levels ofeducational achievement have become ever more

important in the &ce ofchanging economic and social conditions" (Governmem: of

Newfoundland and Labrador, 1994, p. I). Fullan (1982) suggests that "many reasons

other than educationaJ merit influence decisions to change. A closer examination reveals



that innovations can be adopted for symbolic, political, or persoDal reasons to appease

community pressure, to appear innovative. or to gain more resources" (p. 22).

The Professional Development Centre established by the NLTA and the

Newfoundland Government to assist teachers in effectively implementing the cbanging

curriculum closed due to fiscal restraints. The goal of the ProfessionaJ Development

Centre was to inser'vice teachers with me luest technology and teaching strategies to

bener prepare the students of this province for the next millennium. Wrth emphasis on

being accownable., teacbc:rs are now feeling tremendous pRSSUCe to perform,. and have

their students perform on various tests and performance indicators. Hickman (1988)

swes "as the demand and desire for documentation and "accountability'" increase in the

face ofdeclining enrolments, staff cutbacks, and soaring education costs, so does the

emphasis on evaluation" (p. 6).

'"The literature indicates that the majority of researchers agree with the premise

that teacher evaluation should be aimed at the improvement ofinsttuction" (Hickman

1988, p. 7). In reality, this is not always the case. and as a result, teachers have concerns

about the real purpose ofevaluation. The fear is that evaluation is summative rather than

formative. "'The literature is filled with reports and scenarios highlighting the disdain with.

which teachers regard evaluation" (Sergjovanni, 1995, p. 214).

Fiscal restraints on the education system of this pro..n.nce and the elimination of the

Professiooa.l Development Centre has meant that edueators are in need ofa system to



ensure that they are providing the best instruction to the studems of this province. It bas

been suggested that the solution may lie in the fonwlation and establishment ofan

evaluation system for all educational personnel in the province including replacement

teachers, probationary teachers, and tenured teachers. This is not a radical idea as school

boards implemented such a policy before the realigmnerrt of the districts. The success or

failure ofthis approach depends on the attitudes and perceptions ofeducational personnel.

These are the attitudes and perceptions that provide the impetus for this study. The

purpose ofWs thesis is to assess the attitudes and perceptions ofeducational personnel

towards the process ofevaluation.

This study identifies the degr-ee to whicb teacbe:rs from the imermediale and senior

high levels perceive the pwpose and process ofevaluation and bow, ifat all, an evaluation

process can improve the education system of this province. The intent is also to identitY

what educators perceive to be the positive and negative aspects ofevaluation and bow any

barriers miglrt be overcome in an evaluation process. The final purpose of the study is to

identify what educational personnd view as aitical ingredients in the formulation and

establishment ofan evaluation policy and how the process can be brought to fruition.

COllupm" Framework

The conception ofan evaluation system for all educational personnel presents a

difficult challenge when considered in light of the current teaching environment.



TraditionaUy, and currently in this province. with the exception ofa few school boards

who bave undertaken a laborious and coI1aborative process to ioclude all educatiooal

personnel.. evaluation procedures for the most part are only applied to replacement and

probatioDlU)' teachen. Once a teacher in this province receives tenure, his or her

performance is usually oot summatively evaluated. The only situation where a tenured

teacher is summativdy evaluated is when they are placed on review by the school

administration and the school board. However, «any summative evaluation made on a

tenured teacher II1lSt be preceded by a formative evaluation" (Provincial CoUective

Agreement, 1994, p. 12). These rights are protected in the coUective agreement between

the teachers ofthis province and the government.

The eva.luation policies used in this province are subject to much debate for their

overall effectiveness. Many evaluation policies in this province are only ritualistic; they

exist as a document but are never formally implemented. Although many .school boards

bave an evaluation policy, they seldom use the policy except for when administrative

decision-making is required. In cases where teachers are placed on review, the evaluation

policy is activated for documentation and accountability, with the sole pwpose to be ofa

summative nature., that is to decide ifa person is competent to remain in the teaching

profession. -r0 date., all job action taken by .school boards for teacher incompetence have

resulted in the Ilbitrator defending the rights of the teacher" (Hickman, 1996). The end

result in most cases seemed to depend not 00 whether the teacher was competent, but



rather on the ineffectiveness ofthe evaluation policy and the lack ofdue process in

documeutation strategies.

Considering the environment in which educational personnel work in this province,

many educators have mixed attitudes and perceptions towards evaluation and the overall

process. For many teachers who ace now tenured, the process ofevaluation ClCisted for

the sole purpose ofdeciding tenure. Professional developmeut was not seen as the

purpose or function ofevaluation. Many reasons ace given for this, ranging from

administrators not having enough time to carry out evaluation procedures properly to not

being trained or capable ofeffectively evaluating. The conceptual framework

surrounding evaluation procedures and policies that existed in this province for decades,

and the current drive for refonn and restructuring, rdates to the significance of this study.

Signiliance or the Study

~ educational landscape of this province is rapidly changing. Cutbac~

declining enroIlmem:s, and budgetary restnints ace the DOrm. Teachers ace expected to do

more with less and pressure is now on to have their students perform better provincially

and nationally. Most teachers are deeply coocemed and are striving to help students

achieve. WIth the coastaIrt change of technology, the media available to assist in

instructional strategies, and the wealth ofknowledge on learning disabilities, teachers DOW

more than ever, especiaJ.Iy with the increasing emphasis on accountability and



documentation, want their teaching strategies examined so as to keep abreast with the

latest pedagogy. The request is for professional development, not~ judgement. lbe

nature ofteaching leaves teachers feding quite uncenain about their teaching performance

and its effects OD SbJderns" (Lorte, 1975, cited in NatrieUo, 1990). Sergiovanni (1995)

says ''teachers should know how to do their jobs and to keep this knowledge current" (p

219).

The recent reduction of27 school boards to 10, transJates into major changes in

the way educational services will be administered in this province. As a result of the

realignment: of the school districts. existing policies, and especially evaluation policies will

oec:d to be re-examined. The cuhw"al identity ofme organizational structure bas changed..

Now all stakeholders, both old and new, need to develop a common vision and

pbilosophy. Essentially, once the organizational stn.ICNCe bas changed. the coUaborative

process must once again be developed. In fact, wheD most ofme existing policies were

developed. little consultation or consideration was given to the people it affected most, the

educational personnel. This presents the ultimate opportunity to rectify the inadequacies

that existed in the old system and build on its strengths. Fullan (1982) believed change

was never easy because"all change involves loss, anger. and suuggle" (p. 25).

Organizational policy development is sometimes seen as the measure ofan

organization's struCNCe. Extremes exist from the total lack offormal policy adoption to

the rule book approach to policy formulation. Somewhere between these rwo extremes is
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an effective level ofpolicy making in which the organization's leaders can lead, and

individuals can maximize their poteotiaJ willingly with the ultimate ful1iIlment from job

satisfaction.

DePree notes that "undentanding what we believep~es policy and practice"

(1989, p. 26). FW1bennore., our value system and world viewsbould be integrated into

our work lives. From this premise. policy may be considered a codificatiOll ofour beliefs

as they apply in a particular setting. The foundation ofour policies must come from the

objectives aCthe organization. It is important to note that policy is not prescriptive, but

rather" states the tenets oftbe organization.

Hickman (1988) stated:

Few adminisaaton or teachers are coment with the one shot. fragmented.

and inconsistent practices often inberem in teacher evaluatioG. Many are

pressing for change. They want evaluation policies which are not ritualistic

and conducted merely as a matter of pro forma bureaucratic routine.

Rather, the demand is for a process., DOt merely an exercise. a process

resulting in the improvement of instruction.. There is mowrtiDg evidc:oce

from adminisuaton and teachers tha! well~evefoped evaluation policies,

which are formative in both theory and practice, can result in more

effective teaching. (p. 6).

This study is significant because it examines the artiwdes and perceptions ofeducational
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personnel towards evaluation and identifies what they perceive as the positive points of

evaluation. It also offers solutions to overcoming the barriers to the establisbment ofan

evaluation process. Many teacben realize the need for documentation and accountability.

This study may not only show the need for evaluation, but bow the process can be

effectively developed and implemented from the perspective ofeducational personnel

worlcing in the field in this province.

Delimitatioas of tM Study

This study is limited to the attirudes and perceptions ofteachers in a particular

school district, excluding administrators and school district office personnel. The study

focused on replacemcm, probatiooary, and tenured teachen from the intermediate and

senior high levels. All teacbers from each individual category were comained within a

single school for the purpose ofconducting focus groups after the individual interviews

wr:recompleted..

The research setting chosen was rural. The purpose for selection depended upon

accessIbility aCme researcher and the similarities that exist between this setting and the

educational system of the province. h is DOt the purpose or intention of the researcher to

geocralize the 6DdiDgs of this study to the province as a whole; that will be left to the

discretion of the reader.
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Limitations of th~ Study

The validity and reliability of this study may be limited due to a number offactors

beyond the control aCthe researcher. These iPclude (I) time restraints, (2) researcher

bias, (3) researcher effects, and (4) the nature aCthe study. However, every poSSlolc

measure was undenaken to reduce these factors to remain as neutral as possible given this

type ofSlUdy.

(1) Tune restraints:

The primary method ofcollecting data for this stUdy was interviewing and

conducting focus groups ofeducational personnel from the intermediate and senior high

levels. Because ofthe bectie schedules of the educators.., most interviews occurred after

the regular school day, and due to the number" of interviews conducted by the researcher, a

time limit ofapprolCimately 1 to I ~ h.our duration was placed 00 each interview.

(2) Researcher bias:

Qualitative studies are open to the criticism of researcher bias. Every researcher

bas a tendency to view each and every event through their own value and judgement

systems. To ensure validity and reliability, the researcher must remain oeutraI and report

the data roUect.ed as accurately as bumanly poSSlole under the given ciraunstaoces

without intemalizing. tainting or adding any personal dimensions to the data. The

reseaccher was aware of the potential to influence interviewees and thus took every

precaution to report the study's 6nding.5 accurately.
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(3) Researcher effects:

A5 with researcher bias. the presence ofa researcher can have an influence on the

type of responses given by the interviewee during the interview. Every measure was taken

by the researcher to ensure that no verbal or non-verbal cues were given to the

int~. Because the researcher is a teacher, the iotefViewees, who are also teachers

may have preconceived notions of what the researcher expects and wants to hear. Again.,

the researcher was aware aCtbe potential to influence interviewees and thus took every

precaution to ensure that the responses given were the true responses of the interviewee.

(4) Nature afthe study:

The clara gathered in this study involved teachers' attitudes and perceptions

regarding evaJuatioo. It was assumed that the information given represented the true

feelings of the respondents toward the process of evaluation. Given the complexity aCthe

study and its reliance 00 interviews, collaboration occurred through the use of foaJS

groups.

Orpaizatioa. or the Smdy

This study is organized into five chapters. The first Chapter contains an

introduction to the problem., a statement afthe problem, a conceptUal framework. the

significance oftbe study, delimitations, and limitat:ions oCtile study. Chapter 2 presents a
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review of the relevant literatuTe on teacber evaluation and the attitudes surrounding the

process. Chapter 3 provides a list afthe specific research questions and descnbes the

methodology to be used in the study. In Chapter 4, the daIa coUecr:ed in the SbJdy are

presented and analyzed. In Chapter 5 the data are interpreted, conclusions are drawn. and

recommendations are put forth.
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CHAPTER 2

LITERATURE REVIEW

The researcher acknowledges that there is a very comprehensive literature base

dealing with the concept ofevaluation. For the purpose afmis thesis, the literature review

is selective in that it focuses on clinical supervision and formative evaluation. These are

the aspca.s ofeva1uation pertinent to the focus oftbc: study. This chapter examines the

liter.uure surrounding the evaluation ofeducational pttsonoel. Evaluation systems,. their

purposes., and their effectiveness, as wdJ as barriers related to evaluating performance are

discu.ssed. The literature identified various attitudes relating to the evaluation of

educational personnel This literature review examines the concept ofevaluation,

establishing why there is a need for an evaluation system for educational personnel, and

identifies various viewpoints related to evaluation systems. It provides the information

base oecessary to further" understand the conceptual framework. significa.nce. and focus of

this study on the attitudes and pereeptioos ofeducational personnel towards evaluation,

and the establislunent ofan evaluation system.

EvaluatioD: Purposes aad Eff«tivcness

Evaluation involves collecting and using information to judge the worth of
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something. "Depending on how an evaluation process is designed., and bow wen it is

implemeoted, d: can guide professional and persooal development. and influence

motivation" (Darting-Hammond, 1990, p. 21). Sergiovanni (1995) says evaluation is

Commonplace in our ordinary lives. evaluation is an inescapable aspect of

most ofwhat we do. Whether we are buying a pair ofshoes. selecting a

recipe for a diMer party, reamnging the furniture or enjoying a movie,

baseball game. or an art show, evaluation is part of the process. In its

ordinary sense. evaluation means to discern, understand.. and appreciate. on

the one hand. and to value, judge, and decide on the other. These very

same natural and ordinary processes are at play in evaluating teaching. (p.

215).

"Each teacher as a unique human being. needs to discover me teaching styles and

approaches dw: best suit bis or her penonality,lcnowtedge and values. In this sense, good

teaching is an excitingjoumey that never becomes stagnant or stultified" (Miller, 1987, p.

32). Proctor (cited in Calderhead &: Gates., 1993, p. 93) emphasizes "'the responsibility of

the teacher to improve practice in the interest ofpupilS'. Both Miller &: Proctor are

suggesting that aD ongoing evaluation is an integral and necessary aspect that contributes

to personal and professional growth.

"Just as public pressures for more rigorous evaluation ofstudent performance are
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rapidly increasing, so also are public pressures for institutional acrouma.bility and.

professional performance" ( Seldin, 1984, p. 91). "Whether" imeutionally 01'" not, a teacher

evaluation system represents the incentive structure and mode ofaccownability implicitly

adopted by an organization or profession" (Darling-Hammond, 1m, pp. 2()"21). Gage

(cited in Miller, 19n) identifies three reasons for evaluating teactring: "the traditional need

for providing a broad base for administrative decisions on promotions. salaries, and.

tenure; the oew concern for evaluation as a basis for professiooal improvement and

development; and the need for data for further research on teaching and learning>' (p. II).

Gage suggests mar: an~ system sbouId provide guidance and feedback: to the

teachers. not only judgement. He believes these critical elements ace missing in most

appraisal systems. "In essence, appraisal should improve professional performance; that is

ltsOyenll purpose" (Gage. 1959, p. 12). "The evaluation systems found in schools tend

to serve a variety ofpurposes'" (Galloway &: Edwards, 1991, p. 110). Bates (cited in

Ganoway &: Edwards, (991) ClUegorize these as ped.a.gogicaL. individual development,

o<ganizational developmeot, and accoumability.

"There is DO greater purpose for performance evaluation than to improve the

performance. That is achieved by using the evaluation to assist the faftering. to encourage

the tired. and to direct the indecisive" (Seldin, 1984, p. 128). Sergiovanni (1995)

believes evaluation bas three purposes:
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Quality Control. The principal is fespoDSlble for monitoring

teaching and learning in ber or his school and does so by visiting

classrooms, touring the school, talking with people. and visiting the

students.

2. Professional Dewlopmenl. Helping teachers to grow and to

develop in their understanding of teaching and classroom life, in

improving basic skills. and in expanding their knowledge and use of

teaching repertoires is the second purpose of supervision.

3. Teacher Motivation. Often overlooked, but important nonetheless,

is a third purpose ofevaluation - building and nwturing motivation

and coll'lmitment to teaching. to the school's over.ill purposes. and

to the school's defining educational platfonn.

"It is the very complexity aftbe teaching situation that makes every blt of

empirical information the more precious" (Mckeachie. 1967. p. 2(1). However, the aim

ofevaluation systems ace nor oaly for professional development. Research literature on

evaluation clearly states that rts purpose is to help make administrative decisioos. Musella

(cited in Hickman, 1988) points out "the &ct. must be realized that there is another

realistic pwpose to be taken into account, and that is evaluation is to aid in the

administrative decision making" (p. 1). Decision making is an integral aspect: of
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evaluation. The problem arises when administrative dccision-maJcing is the only purpose.

"In the teacher" evaluation context. summative evaluation is typically intended to assist and

justify certain critical administrative decisions affecting teachers" (Hiclc:man. 1988, p. 7).

In reality. most, ifoot all evaJuation systems contain both a fonnative and swnmative

aspect. "Assuming that professional development and professional accountability are both

desirable. a central policy question is whether both purposes can be served well within the

same teacher evaluation system" (Mclaughlin &: Pfeifer, 1988, p. 69). "Based on four

years ofrescaccb and development effons in this area., we are less certain that ooe system

simuhaneousty can erlSllCe accountability and promote growth" (Stiggins &. Duke, 1988, p.

131).

There seems to be "some general consensus that evaluations are important and

necessary, and that they can be beneficial. The confusion arises around what these

evaluations should look like, bow they should be conducted, who sbouJd conduct them.

and their purpose" (Rammer, 1991, p. 72). Stalc:eholders have divergent views aftbe

primaty purpose of teacher eva.luations and what constitutes a successfW evaluation

system. "An examination ofteacber evaluation pnctices bas led some researchen to

concludcthat few effective teacher evaluation systems exist" (Good &. Mulryan. 1990, p.

201). "Teacher evaluation is a disaster. The practices are shoddy, and the principles are

unclear" (Scriven, 1981. p. 244). Good &. Mulryan (1990) ask the question «why, despite
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the long bistory of teacher assessment, is there such widespread disagreement about the

purposes and procedures for teacher evaluation?" (p. 201). They believe there are at least

six reasons for the problem:

rtrSt. there is public ambivalence about the professional role ofteacbers.

Second, there is no serious investment of research funds to understand the

evaluation process. Third, school districts often have a variety of

evaluation goals and procedures and tend to use the same procedures to

pursue disparate goals. Fourth. 100 little is k:nown about the rclations

between teacher actions, student classroom behaviors, and various learning

opponunities and specific student outcomes. Fifth. because the knowledge

ofteacbing is limited, school districts tend either to ignore research or to

rely excessively on research results. Sixth. the evaluation process often

becomes a ritual that principals and teachers engage in because it is

expected - DOt because they value it. (Good&Mulryan., 1990, p. 201).

"Evaluation is an esseotial activity ofeveryday life-something we must do in order

to survive. In everyday living we have to evaluate constantly in order to select

appropriate courses ofaction; in teaching. 00 less than in any other phase ofLUe,

evaluation goes on aU the time" (Geis., cited in Griffiths, 1977, p. 8). It is a fact that all

major professions undergo a process ofevaluation. Sergiovanni (1995) reiterates Geis'
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opinion by pointing out "it is by increasing and informing their sensitivities and intuitions

that attorneys. arcbitects, and physicians make better practice decisions and improve their

performance. Professional practice in teaching. supervision. and the principalsbip improve

sUmWty" (p. 215).

Burien to Evaluating Pcrformaoce

Giltin &. Bullougb. (cited in Altbacb. 1989, p. 183) said

Tcacher evaluation is widely understood as a means for improving

teaching. Most schemes focus aD developing a set of teacher behaviors

thought to enhance student test scores. lmpIicitly, the view that teaching

commu.n.lcated by such schemes imparts the view that teaching is

synonymous with instructing - to teach is to dish out content in palatable

bits to young people. In this view, teaching is concerned primarily with the

technical means by which to disseminate infonnatioD. The way teachers

understaDd their work, or whether they recognize the ethical political

implications of their decision,. maners little. What is important is

behavioral cban~ teachers need to demonstrate proper technique. Within

this framework,. teacber evaluation is Dot likely to lead to basic eefonn of

teaohingpractices; rather, it tends to confirm and reproduce current school
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roles and relations. those very roles, and relations that may be most in need

ofchange. For those interested in school transformation, this is a troubling

realizatioo.

Gitlin &: Bullough befieve tba1 ifevaluation ofeducational personnel is to be the solution

to the aHTent educarionaJ problems. a different approach to evaluation is needed. oae that

places teachers at the centre of the evaluation process. "Ieacbers must be perceived as

individuals capable ofmaking reasonable decisions not only about the means ofeducation,

but also about its aims" (Gitlin &: Bullough, cited in Altbach, 1989, p. 202).

Seldin ( 1984) indicates that despite the literature supporting evaluation systems.,

trying to establish an evaluation system is a monumental task. "Some teachers argue that

teaching cannot be evaluated because no one knows bow to define effective teaching"

(Seldin, 1984, p. 133). "'Evaluation is not definitely and directly linked to the

improvement of teaching. The information which is returned (0 the instructor rarely gives

an indication of specific areas ofdifficulty and almost never includes suggestions for

improvement"(Sullivan. cited in Griffiths, 19n. p. (40). ""Then. ofcourse. there are

persistent problems of internal politics, ideologicaJ conflicts, and personality dashes.

These agendas, sometimes bidden,. influence our judgements more often than we care to

recognize" (Seldin, 1984, p. 93). "Most teacher evaluation schemes help reproduce a

view of teaching as a technical enterprise little coocemed with the broader aims of
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education. They reinforce hierarchical structures and give comparatively little power to

teachers witI::rin the workplace" (Gitlin&: BuUough. cited in~ 1989, p. 187).

Hilderbrand (1991) suggested that any prepackaged teacher evaluation system that does

Dot include the teacher in its formulation and development will not work, and is generally

unacceptable.

Attitudes Towards Evalaatioa

Attitudes towards evaluation ace varied among educational personnel Research

indicates that there are a variety of factors which determine ifteacben will be receptive to

an evaluation process, the predominant reason being if the teacher was actually involved in

the process. "Teachers clearly have a stake in professional development. It is only logical

that they should participate, therefore in planning evaluation systems to promote their own

professional development" (Duke &: Stiggins, 1990, p. 129). "A teacher evaluatioD.

system. developed with a high level ofteacber participation may lead to shared discussions

ofeducational issues and greater communication among the members ofa school staff

about their teaching'" (Natridlo. 1990, p. 42). "As with the devdopment ofan appraisal

procedure, evaluation instruments are more appropriately consuueted by the comminee

process" (Travers &: Rebate, 1987, p. 300).

"While evaluation may stimulate teachers to grow beyond minimum competence, it
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also may have the opposite effect Growth can be inJ:ubrted as a result ofevaluation that is

overly threatening, poorly conducted, O~ inadequately communicated'" (Duke & Stiggins.

1990. p. 119). NattieUo (1990) nOles

Teachers may interpret the evaluations they receive as a challenge to

perform at a bigher levd. But the motivational dfects ofteacber"

evaluation cut both ways. While some teachers may be challenged by

evaluations, others may experience extreme stress and anxiety wbich is

never converted to improved performance. (pp. 3~).

"Regacd.less of bow persuasive the reasons are for evaJuarion, a sizable number of

people will greet even a disalssion ofevaluation, lDUCh less a plan to evaluate them with

expressions ofdistaste and oppositioo"(Geis., cited in Griffiths, 1917,p. 14). 1beyseeit

as a minor discomfon which they hope will disappear soon and stay away" (Kronk &

Shipka, 1980, p. 8). Geis (1977) says "there are many sources of resistance to change,

and evaluation is, after an. the first. step toward poSSlblechangc" (p. 14). Geis (1977, p.

14) lists nine reasons why teacben object to evaluation:

My own experience with tests indicates that lhey are IInfai,.

2. The means ofrvaluating people are usually not lechniooJly sound.

3. The same data can be interpreted many different ways.

4. It rmJodcs Pandora's Box..
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5. People generally dislilce change.

6. We already haw a good system of decision-ma/dng which should

be preserved.

7. I just do not think human beings should (or can) be measuredand

evaluated.

8. What can we do even if we find out that something is WTOIIg!

9. Why should I eWJluate?

Scriven (1967) acknowledges people's Wttriness towards evaluation and realizes

that is DOt unwarranted. But he also explains that evaluation is a DCCessary process and

stales

By stressing the constrUCtive part evaluation may play in non-threatening

activities.. we slur over the fact that its goab always iDcJude the

estimation ofmerit. worth, value, etc. which an too clearly contribute in

another role to decisions about promotioD: and rejection of personnel and

cowxs. But we cannOt afford to tacJde anxiety about evaluation by

ignoring its importance and confusing its presentation.; the loss in efficiency

is too great. Business firms can'( keep executives or factories when they

are not doing good work and a society shouldn't have to retain textbooks.,

courses, teachers. . that do a poor job when good performance is
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possible. The appropriate way to handle anxiety of tlris kind il; by linding

tasks for which a better prognosis is possible for the individuals whose

positions or prestige ace threatened. Failure to evaluate pupil's

performance leads to gross inefficiencies aCthe age-graded classroom or

the "un-graded" repons on pupils, and failure to evaluate teachers'

performances leads to the correlative inefficiency of incompetent

instruction and the substitution ofpenooality for performance. (p 42).

"Some academics persist in the argument that direct observation, even by qualified

personnel using acceptable tools ofmeasurement. is an invasion of privacy. They argue

that the teacher is entitled to autonomy in the classroom" (Seldin, 1980. p. 7). However,

Moses (1988) believes "reviews are not regarded as an unwarranted attack on professional

autonomy, but as a part of professionalism" (p. 72). "Other opponents ofevaluation

argue that teaching is too complex and subjective to be evaluated" (Seldin, 1984, p. 7).

However, "evaluation activities can provide teachers with both contact with other

professionals in the school and with reassurance about their performance" (NatrieUo.

1990, p. 39).

Sullivan (cited in Griffiths, L977) believes that "formal evaluation of instruction

can be an extremely threatening and anxiety-producing process" (p. 139). His reasons are:

It is initiated by someone a/her /han the instructor.
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2 It occurs at regular, usually annual intervals.

3. Jt claims to relate to the total performana of1M teacher, that is.

general teaching competence.

4. Is often not the appropriate evaluation offactors unique and

important to a particular instructor.

5. Teaching perfomumce isjudged in comparison with that ofothers

and a comparative evaluation made.

6. The evaluation may be u.sedfor administrative judgement and

decisions affecting promotion and tenure.

7. A permanent record is kept.

"Most teachers have a positive attitude towards evaluation" (Moses, 1988, p. 74).

The reasons for this positive attitude fall into two categories:

(1) Reviews provide a means of identifying and telling people who ace not

performing adequately. and possibly a means of'getting rid ofdeadwood';

they prevent slackness due to stall ioc:rtia., especially after tenure. Here

respondents approve of reviews, but they see them as essentially

disciplinary, even punitive. (2) Staff'must be accountable for their

professional actioosjust as other professionals. rn this second category,

respondents' attitude towards reviews is positive and they see the effects of
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reviews as positive. (p. 68).

In Moses' case study, different attitudes surfaced towards evaluation, and people had

different perceptions ofevaluation. Here are some actual quotes from her study

respondents: (Moses. 1988, pp 68-73)

"In the Public Service. wht!Te I worud. there is more prusure on people

to perform. I don " consitkr arguments against reviews as IIQlid II is

only a protection of incompetence. .•

"People will be defensive. [nnovations might he jeopardized People

might be scaredoftrying anydring new ifone doesn 'tlcnow the outcome. .•

"/ am vel'}' much for evaluation oj teaching provided it is offeredas an

available service, and people take the initiative and make use ofU. [am

lo'I!ty much against compulsion. ..

"/am for evaluation ofreaching. but f am notfor the weeding out,

because evaluation ofteaching shouldmake a difference (0 the quality of

teaching. I can see why many people don " lilre the administration

dictating. "
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..[ am l'ety much for the evaluation ofteaching. but evaluation of teaching

has two sides. It can he abused by the people in power. ,-

Moses (1988) believes that the majority of people are in favor ofevaluation. She itates

..staff;. particularly those who have worked outside the university system. have seen

performance reviews enacted and bdieve that the quality ofwork can be improved

without interference to the content of work'" (p. 72).

Evaluation is viewed as the key to maintaining effective teaching. '"No one wiU

argue that absolute precision and objectivity on evaluation is foreseeable. But to eliminate

faculty appraisal because today's techniques ofgetting at it arc imperfect is not an answer"

(Seldin. 1984, p. 7).

Conclusion

Research literature supports the establishment ofan evaluation system for

educational personnel regardless ofthe academic setting because aCme impact it can have

on improving a teacher's performance. Researchers like Gage. Seldin and Sergiovanni

believe that evaluation practices serve an important function in ensuring that teachers

receive the necessary professional deveiopment while remaining motivated to deliver a

quality education to their students. Research. literature supports the view tbat evaluation

policies and procedures must contain more than a formative aspect. Evaluation policies
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and procedures can be an effective tool in the decision-making process~ therefore any

evaluation policy should contain both a summative as weU as a formative component.

The literature indicates that there is a degree: ofskepticism and confusion

surrounding the concept ofevaluation. "The confusion arises around wba1 these

evaluations should look like, bow they sbouJd be conducted. who shouJd conduct them,

and their purpose" (Rammer, 1991, p. n). literature suggests that educational personnel

are skeptical because afme politics, individual conflicts, and the bidden agendas afthe

individuals performing the evaluation process. As a result, there are differing viewpoints

towards evaluation by educational personnel, but at the same time, they see evaluation as a

oecessary process. The literature dealing with evaluation's purposes and effectiveness, the

barrien to evaluating performance. and the attitudes towards evaluation, provides the

foals for this study ofthe attitudes and perceptions ofeducational personnel towards

evaluation. The educationallandseape of this province is rapidly changing. Literature

indicates that teachers want to be accountable and want to provide the best possible

education to the children of this province. "The literature review in this chapter provides

the focus in determining the attitudes and pen:eptions ofeducational personnel towan:ls

evaluation.
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CHAPTER 3

RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND METHODOLOGY

The problem identified for study in Chapter I was redefined to a set of research

questions that served as a guide for the research project. There was also a detailed

description of the type afthe research methodology used. and the primary method ofdata

eoUecrioa employed in this study. There was also specific refennce to why such a

research model is considered credible by expertS in the field.

Researcb QaestioDs

The aim of this study was to detennine the attitudes and perceptions ofeducational

personnel towards evaluation, and the evaluation process. The research questions were

derived and formulated as a result ofa substantial review of the literuure on evaluation

including: Darling-Hammond. 1990~ Sergiovanoi, 1995; Miller, 1987; Proctor, cited in

Calderhead &: Gates., 1993~ Seldin. 1980,1984; Gage., cited in Miller, 19n; Gage, 1959;

Galloway&. Edwards, 1991; Bues, cited in Galloway &. Edwards. 1991; Mckeachie,

1967; Hickman,. 1988, 1996; MuseUa,. cited in Hiclc:man, 1988; Mclaughlin &: Pfeifer,

1988; Stiggins &: Duke, 1988; Rammer, 1991; God &: MuIryan. 1990; Scriven 1967,

1981; Geis 1977; Gets, cited in Griffiths, 1977; AJtbach, 1989; Sullivan. 1977;
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Hilderbrand, 1991; Natriello. 1990; Gitlin 8£ BuUough, cited in AJtbacb, 1989; Travers &

Rcbore, 1987; and Moses., 1988. The following served as guidiDg questions in the quest

to gain a deeper understanding oftbe attitudes and perceptions educational personne! hold

towards evaluation:

I. Do educational personneJ view evaluation as an integral aspect of teaching?

2. What, ifany, ace the current. barriers infubiting effective evaluation programs?

3. What are the crucial ingredients ofan evaluation process?

4. Should evaluation processes cootain more than a formative aspect?

5. What do educational personnel perceive to be the fimdamental purpose of

evaluation?

What do educational personnel view as their role in the fonnulation ofevaluation

policies?

7. How would an evaluation policy for all~ impact on the cutTCftt act of

teaching?

8. How canlshould an evaluation policy be brought to fiuinon for all personnel given

the traditiooal and curreot evaluation practices?

Qualitative Researcb

Educational research in its infaocy borrowed heavily from the natural sciences and
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their methods ofinquiIy. The prinwy method ofdaing research involved a quantitative

approach. "Quantitative methods are, in general,. supponed by the positiv;st or scientific

paradigm. which leads us to regard the world as made up ofobservable, measurable facts"

(Glesne k Peshkin, 1992, pp. 5-6). Its fundameataI purpose is to be able to explain.

predict. and generalize the results to other situations. It was once believed that to~e

rdiability, validity, and generalizabi.lit. a researcher had to employ a quantitative

methodology of inquiry.

However, due to the complexity of human reJations. quantitative research could

DOt accurately predict what would happen in aU circumstances all the time. This is

because not all quantitative data coUection instruments accurately explain or get beneath

the surface aCme problem. Unfonunatdy. human feelings. attitudes and perceptions

cannot be packaged in neat tables comprised of statistical data. Personal stories need to

be told which can contribute to research. "The qualitative approach reminds the scientific

sociologist and the rest of us that for all his or her neat abstractions, concrete human

feel.ings may QOt oeatly bend before them'" (plummer, 1983, p. 7). This bas givCD rise to

the qualitative paradigm and its ability to make significant contribution to the field of

educational research.

Borg and Gall (1989) distinguish between the two methods of research by the

amount ofcolltrOl the researcher has in the research situation. Lincoln and Guba (1985)
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believe the main difference exists in the way a particular situation is perceived.

Quantitative reseaccbers contend that any situation can be viewed separately, and variables

established in a causal relationship. Qualitative researchers on the other hand, believe

situations. especially human interactions, cannot be viewed separately but must be seen

from a holistic penpective. Lincoln and Guba (1985) believe quantitative and qualitative

approaches are incompan"ble. Yet. Patto~ Reichardt~ and Cook (cited in Glesne &.

Peshkin. 1992) point out that ..the skilled researcher can successfully combine

approaches" (p. 9). This difference in research methodology has caused a debate as to

which method is superior.

However, in the past quaner cemwy. qualitative reseaccb has gained significant

respect and the dcbare between the two methodological philosophies has received less

focus. Howe (1988) believes that arguing over which approach is better, and believing

that ODe approach is better than the other, will cause the researcher to lose valuable

infonnation. Different paradigms enable onc to understand., create, and expand upon

different types oflmowledge. Qualitative research has proven its significance and ability

to contribute to researcb and is gaining aedJbility in most disciplines.

Schwandt (1989) ""os
Our constructions ofthe world, our values, and our ideas about how to

inquire into those constructions, are mutually self-reinforcing. We conduct
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inquiry via a particular paradigm because it embodies assumptions about

the world that we believe and values that we hold, and because we hold

those assumptions and values we conduct inquiry according to the percepts

of that paradigm. (p. 399).

G1esne &. Peshkin (t 992) reiterate and substantiate both approaches by saying

The argument becomes muddled because one party argues from the

underlying philosophical nature ofeach paradigm, and the other focuses on

the apparent compatibility oCthe research methods, enjoying the rewards of

both numbers and words. Because the positivist and the interpretivist

paradigms rest on differem assumptions about the nature of the world,. they

require different instruments and procedures to find the type ofdata

desired. This does not mean, however, that the positivist never uses

interviews nor that the interpretist never uses a survey. They may. but such

methods are supplementary, not dominant. (p. 9).

The methodology applied in this thesis was predominantly qualitative because of

the nature of the study. The intent was to see what emerged out oftbe research. rather

than to be prespec:ified. Data collection involved interviews and focus groups comprised

of interviewees from the intermediate and senior high teachers. The interviewees were
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from one schOO within a newly fonned school district in the Province of Newfoundland

and Labrador.

Intcn-iews

Qualitative researchen use interviewing as a data coUection method or technique

more than any other method. Interviews are important because they allow a researchc:r to

get a sense ofother- peoples perspectives that cannot be achieved by observation alone.

Thoughts, feelings, and attitudes are unmeasurable unless they are communicated to the

researcher by the person experiencing them. In essence, interviews are only a

conversation. but with a purpose to reveal or confirm what research is tJying to explain.

Dexter (1970) says interviewing gets more data and better data.. Spradley (1979)

"emphasizes the differences between friendly conversations and interviews. lnterviews,.

unlik:e most friendly conversations, have a script, an agenda, and a purpose set by the

researcher" (pp. 56-57).

Brenner, Brown, and Canter (1985) believe interviews have an advantage over

questionnaires because researchers guide the information. However. Seidman (1991)

points out that interviewees can supply false or misleading data. lbese distortions can be

ameliorated by corroborating information obtained through interviews by other fonns of

data coUection. including observation" (Lecompte & Preissle, 1993, p. 166). Seidman

(199l) suggests that the validity ofa study is enhanced if the interviewee is permitted to
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make sense afthe subject during the interview.

The interview process can be conducted in a numbtt ofdifferent structures. The

range can be from structured with a closed response, where the interviewee is directed

totally by the interviewer, [0 unstructured where the interviewee can determine the

agenda. This study was semi-structured with the opportunity for the interviewees to add

to the line ofquestioning and contribute information that they felt was valuable to the

study. The purpose ofan interview is to find out what the interviewee is thinking and

feeling towards a particular subject, not to develop or solicit preconceived notions.

Seidman (1991) believes that the interview process gives researchers a greater

understanding ofpeople's behavior because the behav;or is DOt isolated but rather

occwring in a social context. Questionnaires, while reliable, are unable to describe to the

extent that an interview can.

Focus Groups

Focus groups are used in qualitative research to explore issues that are complex.

Given the complexity of issues pertaining to individuals. focus groups enable small groups

ofpeople to openly discuss an issue and explore the avenues derived by the participants.

"These groups generally contain 6 to 12 people who are similar to each other in important
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ways. A fOQ1S group is useful for exploring the opinions ofa small subgroup of people"

(Mullin>. 1994. p. 75).

The Raeart:b SettiDg

This swdy was isolated to a specific geographical zone in the province. The

teachers interviewed are employed in a newly restructured district which employs 355

teachers and has approximately 5021 students. The intermec:fiate and senior higb school

houses students from grade seven to level lIT and the school serves 12 communities within

a radius of2S kilometers. Ofthe 42 teachers on statJ: 29 are male., and l3 are female.

The average age is 34, and the average years ofexperience is 11.64 as of31 August 1996.

Data CoUectioa

The teachers were selected primarily on the basis of proximity. convenience to the

researcher. receptiveness to the researcher, and the study. Teachers were categorized

according to their employment starus. that being either a replacement. probationary, or

tenured te:acbtt. Their teaching division also determined their selection.. The teachers

were then randomly selected by choosing every third name. This selection process was

used only for the tenured teachers. Due to the low numbers of replacement and

probationary teachers, all identified teachers were asked to participate in the study.
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Due to the nature of the study as previously described in Chapter I, interviews and

focus groups were the means ofdata coUectiOQ. Founeen interviews ofapproximately 1

to I ~ bours duration were conducted. Intermediate and senior high divisions were

categorized. The intermediate division had six interviewees and the senior division had

eight interviewees, with to the extent possible, equal representation ofmales and females.

After the completion of the individual mrerviews, focus groups were conducted in each

division.

The style of interview employed was semi-structured with an open response. The

interview was only structured to the extent that a time and location for the interview to

occur was determined with the interviewee naming the time and place. The interview

situation was kept casual to provide a relaxing and comfortable environment. The

literature, as cfiscussed earlier under the section on interviews supports this type of

interview because the infonnation that the researcher may receive might not be discovered

in a totally structured interview situation. The specific set ofquestions served only as a

guide to the interview process. The researcher pursued any relevant ideas that wer-e freely

given by the interviewee. Every attempt was made in aD interviews to cover the same

questions. However, due to the semi·struetured format,. aU questions for each interviewee

were not asked or answered in the same order. Permission to use an audio recording

system was requested, and all interviewees gave permission to record the interview.
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IJIte:rvitw Sdaechtla

The intention was to use the same interview schedule with each interviewee.

However, due to the semi-structured format, the ordering ofquestions varied among

interviews. 1be interview schedule was meant to serve only as a guide. The interviewer

bad the option to cxpIore any ideas or penioent information generated by the interviewee.

1be interview schedule was organized UDder eight categories. The intent was to

provide strUcture and consistency where possible. The categories were as follows:

Educational personneJ's view towards evaluation as an integral aspect of teaching.

The initial questions aimed [0 relax the interviewee and the researcher with a line

ofquestioning that would set the stage for the others to follow. Emphasis was

placed on how the interviewee feft about the subject, not what others felt. This

personalized approach aimed at making the interviewee feel that their contributions

were important. The intention was to gain insight about the interviewees attitude

towards evaluation.

2. The purpose ofevaluation and its positive attributes.

Interviewees were asked what they believed to be the purpose ofevaluation, and
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what they believed to be the positive attributes ofan evaluation process. The

emphasis was on their perceptions ofevaluation.

3. Identification of the barriers perceived to inhibit effective evaluation.

Emphasis was placed OD wba1 interviewees perceived to be the barriers that may

inhibit evaluation, and any establishment ofan evaluation process,

4. Overcoming identified barrien.

Once identified barriers were established from the perspective ofthe interviewee,

this line ofquestioning aimed at finding solutions to what the participant perceived

to be the barriers. This required speculation on the part aCthe interviewees, as

they were DOt only asked to comment from their perspective. but also from the

perspective ofother stakeholders in the educational structure.

5. Evaluation policies and their impact on CUJTent teaching practices.

The intention of this section was to see how the interviewees felt towards
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evaluation and what they perceived to be the impact, whether positive, or negative,

on current teaching practices. The intent was not only to identify consequences,

but to suggest solutions to the consequences that may be viewed as negative.

6. Crucial ingredients of an evaluation model.

Interviewees were asked to assume that an evaluation process for all educational

penonnel was standard practice. interviewees were then asked their attitudes

towvds such a model. and what they perceived to be the crucial ingredients in the

development and functioning ofan evaluation model.

7. Evaluation policies as standard practice.

Interviewees were asked to reflect on the act of teaching, and assuming that

evaluation is standard practice. suggest the type ofevaluation they would prefer

(peer evaluation, self evaluation, etc.). Participants were asked to describe lheir

overall aniOJdes and perceptions towards evaluation. The intent was to gain an

undemanding ofbow each interviewee, regardless ofstarus (replacement,
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probationary, or tenured), felt towards evaluation as an aspect of teaching and as

a continuing process.

8. Other comments.

AdmiDistntioa of Interview Scb~ules

Permission was requested from the district superintendent to carry out the

proposed study in the fall of t996. Once approval was obtained from the superintendent,

the principal afme school seJected for study was contacted to obtain the statistical

infonnation and identity personnel who would be willing to participate. Once potential

participants were identified.. each was contacted separately to explain the pwpose of the

study. lfthey were willing to participate., a time and place for the interview was

established and permission to tape the interview was requested. AI. the time of the

interview, the interviewee was presented with a letter of consent, which with their

signature., gave the researcher permission to interview.

Data ADaIysis

The methods ofcoUecting data for this qualitative study were interviews and focus

groups. The interviews were taped on audio cassette and transcribed for analysis and
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reference. The data were categorized under the headings discussed in the interview

schedule and resea.rcb questions. Similarities and differences were identified and the

researcher attempted to explain the themes that emerged from the data. These themes

were further analyzed in relation to the literature review in Chapter 2. The data were

presented. aclmowledging the uniqueness of the research setting. AJthough the results

may be generalizable to the educational personnel of this province, this assumption is the

prerogative aCthe reader, and is not the intent afme researcher.

s...mary

The design aCme study is qualitative with the primary source ofdata collection

being interviews and focus groups. The interviews were semi·struetured with an open

response that allowed the interviewees to add any infOnnatiOD they fdt was relevant to the

study aCme attitudes and perceptions ofeducational penonnel towards evaluation and

evaluation processes. lDterviews were conducted with teachers in the intermediate and

senior high divisions. Six tcachers were interviewed from the intermediate division and

eight teaebers interviewed from the senior division., with foalS groups within each

division. Each interview was for 1 to 1 Y.!. bouts in duration, and the intermw schedule

addressed eight topics: educational personnel's view towards evaluation as an integral

aspect of teaching; the purpose ofevaluation and its positive anribut~ identification of
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the barriers perceived to inluDit effective evaluation; overcoming identified barriers;

evaluation policies and their impact on current teaching practices; crucial ingredients ofan

evaluation modd~ and evaluation policies as standard practice.

The data analysis iovoIved the grouping ofdata into categories to determine the

themes that existed among the interviewees. Similarities and differences were sought in

lhe data. and rationale suggested.
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CHAPTER.

PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA

Semi-structured interviews formed the basis ofobtaining data for this qualitative

study aCthe attitudes and perceptions ofeducational penonnd towards evaluation. nus

chaptet presents and analyzes the interview data coUected from the fourteen interviewees.

Table 4.1 provides the numbers and divisions aCme interviewees.

Table4.1

ClassificatioD and Djvision orEduc.riooal Personnel ImeMew¢d

Probationary

lntermediate

Senior High

Temu<d

O~tiHo(ut~D.b

Semi-structured interviews were held with fourteen educators from the

intermediate and senior high divisions. AU individuals were interested and knowledgeable

about evaluation. Not aU interviewees answered the questions in the exact order as they
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appear on the interview scbedule. This was because some interviewees were willing to

reveal more information than others, and as a result aMWtted some questions before they

were formally asked.

Aaalysis or Iatuvinr Data

Interviews were conducted with fourteen educators from the intermediate and

senior high divisions. 1be interviewees were either replacement, probationary, or tenured

teachers. The interviews were approximately I to 1112 hours in duratioQ. Focus groups

were beld within each divisioD aRe!" all interviews were coDdueted.

Rae-reb Quation #1

Do ed.ariaaAl penoaael view evaluation AS .. iDtegnl asp«t or tcacbiag!

Interviewees were asked a series of 10 questions on bow they view evaluation as

an integral aspect of teacbing. lmerviewees were asked about their current views and

oven.ll philosophy ofevaluatioo. Each specific question is outlined below in italics.

Were you ewr tvalvated in your kaChing career and how wouldyou tkscrilN your
f!X1Wrience with naluation. such aspositivi! or negativr? Why?

AU the tenured teac~were evaluated at some point during their teaching career.

Tbeir experiences with evaluation ranged from being negative to positive., but the majority
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aCthe teachers had a positive experience with evaluatiOD. The reasons were varied, some

of these included:

I found the experience positive in the sense tbar my evaluator was

positive. However, I never put a lot ofcredence in what my evaluator said

in the first place, because my evaluators were not teachers. They have

been long removed from the classroom, and as such, could offer very little

insight into teaching in the nineties. n

''COostruettve criticism was given, although it is difficult for the evaluator

to see if any improvement is being made since the process ofevaluation

oco.us with long Unerva1s of time in between."

«The process was positive when the evaluator was professional enough to

use the evaluation as a way to improvement."

There were also some negative experiences with evaluation. Some tenured teachers felt

that the process ofevaluation was hindered because of the way the evaluation processes

were administered. One interviewee said '<there are too many instances in evaluation

processes in which noD-significant items are criticized, which leads unfortunately to
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negative perceptions ofevaluation." Another teacher stated thai: "when the evaluator

treated the process as a sole forum for criticism. then there are problems with evaluation."

All replacement teachers were also evaluated a1 some point in their teaching

careen. Their experiences with evaluation were mostly positive with the exception ofone

teacher. The interviewee said "my first experience with evaluation would have to be

described as a very negative experience. The evaluator seemed to center moce attention

on petty problems with my teaching style rather than my strengths. The criticism was

definitely not constructive."

Most nfttle probationary teachers interviewed also bad positive experiences with

evaluations. ODe teacher said Kifthe evaluation process is etreetive then there will be a

positive result. My ability to take constructive criticism definitely helped throughout the

process.... Another interviewee said

I found evaluations to be both positive and negative. The anxiety I felt

and the alterations it created to the class atmosphere., students' behavior,

and my behavior were very negative and not conducive to productive

learning. The constructive criticism was positive, when I aetua.lly received

constructive aiticism..

What are your current views tawards evaluation? Do you view f!lIOluation as an integral
aspect a/teaching?

Tenured teachers bad mixed reactions as to whether evaluation was an integral
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aspect ofteacbing. Some teachers said <yes', one stated "teachers must be accountable to

a standacd. However, teacben aced to be evaluated by dedicated and experienced peers.

not school board penormel. and administration officials who ran &om the classroom."

Others felt that evaluation can be positive and can be an integral aspect of teaching when it

is implemented in a positive coostnJctive manner. An interviewee said "in the hands ofa

coDScieutious, professionally-oriented person. the evaluation process can be used as a

positive growth experience. However, most aCthe evaluators view/treat evaluation as a

summative tool to place on one's permanent record,"

One tenw-ed teache£ specifically said '00'. nus teacber stated "I feel that self

evaluation and evaluation from students is more important than evaluation by

administration. Students and colleagues are ground in a regular basis. and therefore, have

a better idea. ofa teacher's ability,"

Replacement teachers felt that evaluation WitS an integral aspect ofteacbing when

completed in a positive way. but should exist for all teachers, DOt only for the oon-tenured

teacher. One interviewee suggested that "there bas to be some sort ofcheck in place that

enables school boards and administrators to weed out undesirables. It also aids teachers in

their development as an effective teacber."

Probationary teachers felt that evaluation was definitely an integral aspect of

teaching. One teacher stated:
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I feel that evaluation should be a constant pan of teaching. This is

especiaUy the case ofa beginning teacher as belshe tries to become the best

possjble teacher". I also feel. that evaluation can, and should be an integral

part ofte:acbing ofthe experienced teacher". In my brief period of teaching.

I have witnessed many experienced teachers making a minimal effort to

fuIfill their duties.

Other probationary teachers believe that sdf~uation is more ofan integral pan aCthe

evaluation process. ODe interviewee said "1 think self.evaluarion and reflection is very

important to teaching. Being evaluated in formal manners with reporting and job

dependency is not productive because of the politics associated with evaluation."

Do you feel effective reaching am occur without some sort ofevaluation?

Temued teachers were divided in their views that effective teaching can occur

without some sort ofevaluation. One teacher suggested "just like students. teachers need

to have a set of standards thaI must be met, evaluated, and enforced." Another

interviewee said "some evaluation is necessa:y. but evaluatioo should come from the

studeat. peers. and seIf-evaluation." Otber's felt that effective teaching can occur without

some sort ofevaluatiOI1. One teacher said «yes, effective teaching can occur, however, an

objective observer (administration. coordinator, colleague) who can be

instructive/constructive, could help many neophytes avoid beginne£ problems. The aim
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should be on early intervention."

Replacement teachers felt that there have to be some sort ofevaluation procedures

in place to ensure that the students are being Wight the presatOed curriculum. One

teacher believes that "some long term evaluation schemes would keep everyone

accountable," However, another teacber stated that "evaluation would not be necessary if

all teachers were conscientious and diligent in fulfilli.og the expectations of their job."

Probationary teachers were split as to whether effective teaching can occur

without evaluation. ODe teacher said ..certainty, some teacbc:rs are 'natural' teacbers and

evaluations are more ofa formality". Another stated:

Effective teacbing can occur without evaluation, but teaching skills and

methods may improve through seIf~uation and other forms of

evaluation. To become more effective, I fee:l evaluation is a necessity. [f

there is a positive attitude towards evaluation. and your peers fed the same

way, lhen the students benefit tremendously.

However, the other interviewees strongly believed that effective teaching cannot occur

without evaluation. One teacher said "it cannot occur without sdf-evaJuation and noR

politically motivated peer coosultation." Another interviewee made the statement:

Our society is constantly changing. therefore I feel that it is important that

we as teachers be mottitored to be sure that we ate providing the best
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quality education possible. Through evaluation I fed that we as teachers

will aJways be aware that we should be striving to meet today's

expectations and standards.

How wouldyou define evaluation, or what ;s your philosophy ofnoaIuation?

Tenured teachers bad a variety of views regarding their individual philosophy of

evaluation. Some ofthcse include:

l"he procedure ofhaving a 'qualified' individuaJ do an accurate

assessment ofa teacher performing a particular duty,"

'evaluation· a guide to future improvements."

"'Evaluation is the measuring of whether or not an acceptable standard bas

been met or achieved. It must be frequent and ongoing."

"'Evaluation is the process ofgiving feedback to the teacher to improve

upon teaching and faciliwe learning."

Replacemeut teacben held similar views regarding the pbilosopby ofevaluation.

Some of these are:

"Evaluation is a process carried out to determine whether or not an
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individual is performing at an acceptable level....

'"Evaluation is the procedures put in place to aid teachers in their

professional development and to help administrators in making wise

personnel decisions."

Probationary teacbers beld a pbilosophy ofevaluation similar to tenured and

replacement teachen. Among them are:

"Evaluation is analyzing what is done and accomplished to see what can be

accomplished differently and perhaps better."

"Evaluation is a process whicb should assist and identitY areas of

improvement. It judges the personal and professional development ofa

teacher."

"Evaluation is the process ofmeasuring certain objectives or standards. It

should be used both furmativdy and summativdy. rn the case of teaching.

formative should be stressed...

'"Evaluation is a process that ensures that you are meeting the expectations
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placed upon you as a teacber."

Do you think evaluation should be for all educational personnel? Are there any
exa!ptionsJor educationalpersonnel, and ifso, why should they be ncluded?

All tenured teacbc:rs held a strong conviction that aU educatiooal personnel. should

be evaluated without aception. One interviewee stated "everyone must be accountable

and everyone should have to reach a cenain standard. There is no 'God' in education, just

those who think they are." Another teacher stated "there is room for improvement in any

profession, in any capacity."

All replacement teachers felt that evaluation should be for all educational

personnel. As one interviewee phrased it "what is good for the goose is good for the

gander. Nobody should be beyond having their job effectiveness evaluated."

Probationary teacllen firmly believe that evaluation procedures should be for all

educational personnel without exception regardless of their position within the educational

profession. One teacher stated:

Often it is oaly the beginning teacher who gets focused on during

evaluation This should not be the case.. as often, it is the more ecpcricnced

teacher that requires monitoring. During my minimal experieoces as a

teacher, I have witnessed teachers with 20+ years ofteacbing experience

demonstrate a weakening desire to put more effort in their duties. This Dot

only applies to teachers. but also to administration, as they often need to be
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reminded oftoday's teaching needs and methodology.

Do you fiel that there. is a Medfor evaluation in teaching? Ifso, Why?

All tenured teachers felt there is a need to have evaluation in teaching. The

reasons ranged from the need to be beid accountable to helping prevent people from

becoming stagnant. One interviewee eJabonued and funher stated:

It is difficult, if not impossible for most ofus to see a personaJ weakness.

With constructive criticism, these weaknesses can be brought to the

attention aCtbe teacher and solutions given that will help the te:aehef" rectify

their individual problems in the classroom.

Replacement teachers firmly believe that there is a Deed to have evaluation in

teaching. All interviewees expressed the concern that employers need some sort of

mechanism in place to ensure they have made wise decisions in hiring. The idea was also

communicated that it helps teacben develop as professionals. One interviewee also said

thai: "teacher evaluatiOD ensures that students are receiving the best possible education.

After all, that is our job as teachers.....

Probationary teachers feel there is a need for evaJuation in teaching so as to

increase accountabiJity and improve the quality ofinstruction. One interviewee said:

Teaching is an occupation where you can always improve skills, methods.

etc. Teaching consists of IIWIY tools which need sharpeoing, especially
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through self-evaluation. Also. proving to others that we are effective

teachers is important because of the increased desire for accountability.

Evaluatioo produces. or can produce, a higher standard in our capabilities

and effectiveness as a teacher.

What are your personal attitudes towards evaluation?

Tenured teachen expressed the coocem that evaluation as rt is currently pl1l.ctised

in this province is not wha1 it was originally designed for. One interviewee stated that "as

it exists,. too many evaluators bave the wrong agenda and inadequate skills to do good,

proper, conmuctive, and hwnanitarian evaluations." However, they unanimously agreed

that evaJuatioo can be a good practice ifconducted property. One teacher said

"personally. I welcome it. even though it makes me nervous."

All repLacement teachers shared reservations in their attitudes towards evaluation.

While all oftbem clearly stated the need to have evaluation procedures., their attitudes

towards evaluation were DOt positive. One interviewee said "evaluatioo procedures

intimidate me, I feci like I am under the gun." Another interviewee stated:

When done in an appropriate manner, I have DO problem with evaluation.

In the same breath, however, [ feel that evaluatioo procedures and

evaluators themselves need to take a loog hard look at themselves and the

procedures they use to evaluate teachers.
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AlI replacement teachers approve ofevaluation procedures and for the most part

welcome them. However. it was communicated that the auTeot system ofevaluation bas

some deficiencies. One teac:her stated that "at present it seems more ofa formality, a

ritualistic activity than a conscious effort to heJp the teacher improve." Another

interviewee coocluded:

My personal attitude towards evaluation is that in many cases it does not

provide the adequate amount of assistance and guidance, but rather a

means ofdetermining ifyou are fit for the job. Evaluation can be more

effective if tt addresses particular areas of professional development.

Evaluatioo is very importaDt ifapproached and implemented in the correct

What do alucatioDal penonad puttive to be the fUlldalllatai purpose of
evaluation!

What do you pt!rceh>e to be the purpose ofevaluation andevaluation procedures a.r dH!y
an CJII'nntly implemented? Is itfor proftssional development? AdministratiYf! decision
making? A combination?

Tenured. teachers strongly believe that evaluation procedures exist. primarily fo("

administrative decisioo making. AU interviewees expressed the importance of the

administrative aspect. but believe too much empbasis is put 00 the administrative decisiOQ-
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making process and little on professional developmenL One interviewee stated the

problem with evaluation as it is currently implemented is that "it is the means to satisfY

and justify a personnel agenda, especially in these times of fiscal restraint." Another

teacher suggested that "teachers sbould learn from evaluation, and administrators need

them to become aware of the strengths that teachers possess, DOt only their weaknesses.

Too much empbasis is placed on the weaknesses of teachers, very seldom ace they praised

for their strengths."

RepLacemem. teachers believe that the Cl.UT'ellt evaluation procedures ace used for a

combination of reasons. However, they believe that professional development is the main

reason. One interviewee said .., feel the evaluation I am receiving is for my professional

development. However, administrative decision making is probably a part too."

Probationary teachers feel that evaluation exists for both professional development

and administrative decision making, with the majority oftbe emphasis on the decision-

making process. As onc teacher said ~it provides administration with the infonnatioQ to

make decisioos. In other" words, to hire Of" to fire. A combination of the two is utopia.,

however, professional development is seriously tacking."

What do you believe to be the positive attributes ofnJOIuation? Ifany. do you belif!W!
these attri/nlteserist under the present system a/evaluation? lfno, why is this the case
in your opinion?

Tenured teachers believe the positive attributes ofevaluation to be:
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So standards can be set and achieved.

2. Accountability is in place.

J . Teacher growth. both professionally and personally.

4. It points out a teachers area of weakness.

S. It highlights a persons strengths.

6. Keeps people on their toes.

7. Chance fol'" constructive criticism.

Most afthe teachers felt that these annbutes do not exist under the present system. As

one teacher suggested:

It is easier to get rid ofa person, especially an untenured teacher than it is

to mold that person into a good teacher. Too many people in positions of

leadership believe in baptism into the teaching profession by fire. Many a

good potential teacher was destroyed because ofa idiotic view towards

beginning teachers.

Replacement teachers believe the positive attributes ofevaluation is the fact that it

Anews or gives teachers a forum in which to examine and improve (linc:c:essary):

techniques ofinstruetio~

their subject competence;

planning and preparation techniques;
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classroom control and management~ and

overall professional growth.

Some replacement teachers believe these attributes exist in the present system of

evaJuation. However, it depended upon the penon doing the evaluation, and the

procedure being used.

Probationary teachers feel that the positive attributes ofevaluation are:

Acoounability.

2. Sets standards.

3. Improves the quality of instruction.

4. Motivates ODe to do hiYber best.

5. Not only identifies areas ofimprovement, but provides support and

recognition for success.

6. Focuses on the potential oran individual.

One teachef" was very firm in stating "as it stands, I feel that there are no positive

attributes at all Evaluation has a lot of poteotia:l. bowever, the auTent system would need

a lot ofmodification." Another interviewee said "evaluation does motivate and add a

degree ofaccountability, but until more time and energy is given to working with teachers

besides scattered one hour visits without a follow-up. little will change." Others thought
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that it depended on the evaluator. If the evaluator believed in the process, then it would

be beneficial. Many evaluators only go through the motions because it is a pan of tbeic

job.

Do you think evaluation should erist in all professions, including teaching?

All teouced teachers unanimously agreed that evaluation should occur in aU

professions including teaching because everyone. regacdless ofoccupation, should be

accountable for their actions. One teacher specifically stated that .. ifthe profession is to

have any meaning or purpose in society, it should be subject to evaluation to make sure

<it' or 'they' are fulfilling their duties and obligations." Another interviewee suggested

"over time, repetitive tasks can become boring. Evaluation can ensure all workers do their

best at aU times. In our society. the competitive nature aCthe global market leaves no

room for error."

Replacement teachers also unanimously agreed that evaluation should occur in all

professions. There was no elaboration beyond this point.

All probationary teachers believe that evaluations should occur in all professions.

AI: the same time, evaluations should not be overwbelmiog. One teacher said "evaluations

should oot undermine an individual's professional abilities and perceptiOQ5. It seems that

many individuals view evaluation negatively thus causing stress because they feel they
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are being attacked on a personal and professional level." Another interviewee believed

that

Anyone who is trusted with a public responsibility like educating the youth

ofsociety should be be:l.d accountable and evaluated to ensure that they are

doing what they were hired foe. Doctors. lawyen, nurses etc. should be

subjected to the same process to ensure that the public gets what they

desetVe.

Do you see evalt/orion as a means ofbeing heldaccountable?

All tenured teachers viewed evaluation as a means ofbeing held aceownable., but

also had some reservation about the accountability aspect. One teacher said "only ifthe

policy and process was completed property, but accountability should not be the main

focus." Another interviewee redirected the accountability issue by saying " if you are

doing the evaluating, would you stick your neck out for mistakes the teacher would/may

make in the future? The question suggests a shifting and/or distribution ofaccountability,

and would ma..ke the process more fearful.n

Replacement teachers believed that evaluation is definitely a way ofbeing held

accowrtable. One interviewee said "teachers are [lot accountable once tenure is granted to

them. They become almost untouchable. More evaluation would solve this accountability

problem." Another interviewee simply stated '<are they DOt one and the same?"
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Probationary teachers view evaluation as a means ofbeing hdd accountable, as

ODe teacber phrased it U oooc a teacher goes in and shuts bisIber door they are free to do

whatever they want. It also shows a willingness on the pan oftbe teacher to improve by

opening themselves to criticism. ...

How would ... evaluatio. policy (or aD pusoaDei impac:t 00 tbe eDITeD. act of
teacbiag!

Do you be/iew tm e1JQ/uation policy would impact on leaching? How? Positively or
negatively?

All tenured reachers believe that an evaluation policy would have a positive impact

on the act ofteacmng, «the purpose was to help people improve teaching as opposed to

help get rid of people_ One interviewee said "ifevaluation was gcaced to ensuring the

achievement ofa set ofstandards and the improvement of teaching. it would be an asset.

However, it must be objective and consistent." Another teacher pointed to the positive

aspect ofeva1uation by suggesting "if the policy bad a philosophy DCa view to improve, it

would allow the teacher to ask for assistance, thus getting the teacher on the right track

long before real pedagogical problems became the norm for thai: person."

All replacement teachers believe that an evaluation policy wouJd have a positive

impact on teaching. One teacher said "it would bdp teachers conceutrate more on being
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the best teacher they can be." Another iIrterviewee stated thaI evaluation would

"determine the extent to which teachers are achieving educational aims and objectives in

the schools ofthis province. On the other baod, ifevaluation policies are improperly

implemented it could negatively affect and retard a teachers professional growth."

Probationary teachers feel that an evaluation policy would have a positive impact

upon the teaching profession if"the policy is a result of input from all educational

per.;oanel." Another" interviewee staled

An evaluation policy would de6nitdy have a positive impact. Through

evaluation, all teachers should receive the motivaJion to strive to be the

perfect teacher. The standards ofeducation are steadily increasing,

through evaluation we as educators should strive to deliver these standards.

Reflecting on the QCt ofleaching. do you think evaluation practices are an asset or a
hindrance?

Tenured teachers held mixed views regarding evaluation practices. All agreed that

evaluation can be an asset. One interviewee suggested that "as professionals we can only

grow and learn through evaluation." However, all teachers agreed that evaluation policies

as they currently exist in this province are a hindrance without merit. especially regarding

professional developmcot. The sole reason for their existence is for administrative

decision making and the granting oftenuce.

Replacemeot teachers felt that evaluation could be an asset to the teaching
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profession if the policy itself was carried out in the proper fashion. One teacher said .. it

depeods DO bow it is carried out. aDd why it is carried out. It can be very positive if it is

used for professional development."

Probationary teache~ believe that evaluation would be an asset, if it was used

correctly. One teacher in the focus group said:

It would be an asset or hindrance depending 00 bow it was used In itself it

is neither good nor bad. iftbose who administtt them are genuine and

work to help teachers, and ifevaluations are completed in a constructive

and supportive manner, everyone will beodit. Otherwise. tt is a waste of

time

Iffor instance you perceive evaluation to have serious consequences on lhe teacher, what
are the const!quences?

Most tenured teacben felt that evaluation could have negative effects on a teacher

One interviewee stated that:

Evaluation can help a teacher to grow to his or her full potential by making

the teacher aware ofhislher strengths and weaknesses. Growth is always

necessary ifa teacher is to continue to be effective. Evaluation completed

properly can initiate growth. However, evaluation procedures poorly

thought out and done as a mere fonnality can shatter a teachers confidence.

This pow was reiterated by another teacher who stated "if the evaluation process serves
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only to highlight personal weaknesses. this in itselfwill be more destructive than

coasuuctive.n

Replacement teachers stated that evaluation procedures can have negative effects

on a teacher. Most felt that evaluation procedures carried with them a high degree of

stress and anxiety. They also believed that there are DO mechanisms put in place to help

alleviate these fears. One teacher said "ifevaluation policies are improperly implemented.,

d: could negatively affect teachers. Teachers could become the victims of'witcb-bunts',

Anxieties associated with evaluation could hinder their ability to do their job." Another

interviewee stated that «it seems like evaluators receive some kind ofperverse pleasure in

knowing teachers are literally going through bdl."

Probationary teachers felt that a serious consequence could be the stress associated

with the process. Teacbers may fed like they are being attacked professionally and

person.a1ly that eventually results in job loss. One interviewee said .. the only time(s) I

would suspect serious consequences would be ifthe teacher was experiencing serious

difficulty and was in the danger ofbeing dismissed. But then again, what are the

consequeoces athey remain in the teaching profession?"

How can consequences be eliminated or efftctively dealt wilh?

All tenured teachers believed that the consequences ofevaluation policies could be

eliminated or effectively dealt with. As one teacher suggested:
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By having the evaluation process and procedures developed in conjunction

with tcacbers, and by having the evaluations completed by eq>erienced and

respected peers. not board officials and administrators who fear the

classroom and simply have DO grasp on the act ofteacbing.

Most replacement teachers were unable to suggest solutions to the oegative

consequences ofevaluation. However, one said:

Policies must be implemented in a fashion that ensures the professional

growth ofa teacher. No one is perfect, we can an learn new things that

relate to our job. The biggest problem that has [0 be eliminated is the

attitude that exist towards teachers. especially unterwred teachers.

Probationary teachers believe that the only way to eliminate or to effectively deal

with any serious coDSequence(s) would be to ensure that every effort is made to help the

teacher improve, and is given the support and guidance necessary to overcome any

diffia1J.ties. ODe teacher staled .....00 often, potemially good teachers are destroyed as

soon as they enter the profession. The baptism by fire puts a lot of potential careers up in

smoke."

In your opinion, what is more important, Jht positive impact evaluation practices can
ht:tve on the stJuients, or the negative impact evaluation practices may have on the
teacher? (ASSrtming there are negatilJe impacts).

All tenured teachers agree that the most imponam impact must be for the student.
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One teacher said"they (the students) are the reason why we are teaching. Ifyou feel

more negative, why are you in the profession?" Another interviewee 5tat.ed:

Students come first. There can be no negative impact on teachers if

evaluation is completed properly. There would be a positive impact on the

teaching profession as a whole. Besides, incompetency would be greatly

reduced . and we do have incompetency in our present system It is just

that the people who are carrying out evaluation procedures are Dot doing

their homework by using docwnentation and due process.

Replacement teachers unanimously agreed that the most important impact as a

result ofevaluation bas to be the positive impact on the student. One teacber suggested

that "a policy be developed that had a positive impact on both the srudem and the teacher.

This policy does nOt presently exist. at. least to my knowledge."

Probationary teachers also believed that the most important impact is the impact

on the student. One teacher said:

While the impact on the student is certainly the most important. it should

not negatively affect the teacher either. Tome the more positive the

impact on the teacher the better students will be. A boost to a teacher can

do nothing but enhance the aet of teaching.

Another interviewee stated that "ifevaluation has a negative impact on teachers, then this
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is IDOre important because it not only affects the teachers. but also the studenu."

Researtb Question #4

S"ould n'aluatioa procasa: coataia .o~ thaD • ro.....livc aspect; ia othu words,
sIIoaIcl ",&1..000 aid ill the decisiolHllakiag process?

How do you feel about~ current drive towards being heldaccountable and the need (0

have everything documented?

All tenured teachers expressed the view that the current. drive towards

accountability and doauneutation is positive for the studcnL One interviewee said ..it:

keeps teachers in line and it's not a big deal for those who are doing their jobs, and it

makes others who may be 'slack.' do theirs too." Another view expressed was that

"accountability adds some consistency to the educational system." One teacher" stated that

"accountability is an area as grey as student learning and is unsettling when viewed from

the most optimistic perspective."

There were mixed reactions regarding accountability and documentation. For the

most part, all replacement teachers felt the need to be accountable, however, as ORe

teacher explained:

Professionals need to be accountable within reason for their actions.

Teachers cannot be held totally accountable for students who do not want

to learn or who are not capable of learning. There ace more elements that
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factor into the equation ofstudem achievement outside the classroom that

is beyood the COlltroi of the classroom teacher. This may be against the

philosophy and beliefs of some researchers, but there is also literature

available in the educational field that refutes the current stand that

everything outside the classroom has DO impact on the performance level of

the student.

Probationary teachers held mixed views regarding the current drive towards

accountability. One teacber stated "this drive puts tremendous pressure and anxiety on

new teachers. Everyone is bound to make mistakes and being accountable to so many

levels and people makes it seem that the slightest error can cost you your job." Another

interviewee firmly believed in accountability and the need for documentation wrbis seems

like a lot ofwark, but we live in an age where liability is becoming an issue, and I see a

day when 'teacher malpractice' may be an issue in this province, so I think: covering

youaelf is essential."

Assuming that eWlluation practices are standard and a part ofprofessional development,
what type 0/evaluation wouldyou prefer? Peer evall«Ition. ~If-eva/uation. or a team
approach (peer. administrative. and district personnel) Why?

Teaured teachers expressed a desire to have a variety ofevaluation strategies.

Some focused on the team. approach because "observations can be compiled to get a

complete picture aCme individual. Therefore, persooal opinions should not cloud
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judgements. For example. the teacher and the principaJ may have a penonality conflict,

but the teacher may be an effective teacber"." One teacher suggested. "peer, self

evaJuation, and students. We need to give students more credit for their input into

creating goodt~. Students have a lot to offer in critiquing a teachers' abilities."

Replacement teachers were not quite sure what type ofevaluation they preferred.

Those iaterviewed believed thaI anything other than wbaJ: is a.uuntly practised would be

an improvement. One teacher suggested a team approach because it "wouJd allow for a

more accurate and unbiased assessment." Another respondent said that "peer evaluation

sounds like a step in the right direction because other teachers are not so far removed

from everyday teaching- They can relate better to sinJ.arioos. techniques, and the

generation of kids that: we are dealing with."

Probationary teachers felt that any approach which used a variety of methods for

data collection would be beneficial. Emphasis was put on peer evaluation and a team

approach. Most of the teacbers felt that se1f-evaIuation and reflection would yield results

as good as if someone told them bow to improve. One teacher stated "we are

professiooals, and as professionals we should be able to look at ourselves and determine

areas of weakness."
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Ilesureb Questioo #S

What an th~ CI'1IdaI iagrtdiblts of an nalutioa process!

Let's assume that /here is to be a new evaluation policy established in every district of
the prownce: in your opinion, what do you view to be the crucial ingredients oflhe policy
iuelf?

Tenured teachers had varied ideas to contribute as to what they thought should go

into lhe evaluation policy. Below is a summary of their ideas:

I. The policy must contain a human element, for no one is perfect.

2. Feedback to the individual evaluated.

3. Corrective processes for any problems detected.

4. Growth oriented for all educational personnel.

5. Practical.

Series ofstages (0 improve. [t must nOt be a one-time deal. There

must be a process.

7. lbe school districts philosophy of evaluation must be

communicated to personnel.

8. Personnel need to be in-serviced

9. Must be developed by teachers for teachers.

10. Evaluators must be qualified.

I 1. Must be student focused. after all., this is the purpose ofeducation.
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Replacement teachers for the most part could not list any crucial ingredients that

they thought might go into an evaluation policy. The only suggestions given are as

follows:

I. Clear and coacise objectives aimed towards the positive growth of

educators.

2. Effective strategies and procedures for evaluations.

Probationary teachers, like replacement teachers were unable to fully convey their

thoughts regarding the crucial ingredients ofan evaluation policy. Some of their points

Involve an personnel.

2. Be more extensive and consist of more than sporadic visits.

3. More emphasis on professional development

4. Be evaluated by different individuals.

Evaluator must have knowledge of the subject area being evaluated.

Do you think there are barriers that prevent effective elKllualion? What do you perceive
/0 be the barriers that. inhibit tM practice ojeffective evaluation? For example, lack of
administrative time to effectively~e personnt!l.
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All tenured teachers felt that there are barriers that prevent effective evaluation.

Some oftbese barriers are as foUows:

1. Diffio.dt to give a comprehensive evaluation during an hour long

class a few times a year. As it is currently practised, it is too much

ofan isolated experience.

2. lbere is an 'elitist status' ofmost evaluators, and many oftbese

individuals do not focus on the positives.

3. Incompetent, uoinfonned evaluators with their own agendas.

4. Some teachers will show their best work when they are being

evaluated (does DOt depict the real situation).

5. Students are inhibited by an 'alien' presence in the classroom.

6. The view aCme evaluator with respect to the evaluation process

from start to finish.

7. The views and perceptions of the evaluated (fear mostly).

8. Lack ofadministrative time and subject knowledge by

administratiOI1.. Sometimes the administrative staffhave been so far

removed from the actual teacbing aspect aCthe job that they may

not be able to make accurate assessments.



Replacement teachers also believed that there are barriers that prevent effective

evaluation. Their list ofpoSSl.oilities include:

Evaluators being removed from the rigor ofeveryday teaching.

The outcomes they expect are based on theory rather than reality.

2. Artificial classroom environment which is often created by the

presence ofthe evaluator.

Evaluation is for the most part sporadic and an examination of

independent events.

4. Teachers often fed nervous and uptight due to the nature of

evaluation and thus affects their performance.

Evaluators are often unaware of'intangtoles' that need to be

known before evaluation can take place.

6. One Ottwo people usually take care ofevaluations. To get a fair

evaluation more people should be involved in the process.

Probationary teachers also believe there are barriers that prevent effective

evaluation. Some of these barriers are:

Often when a guest comes into the classroom, the environment

changes and this often makes the experience artificial.

2. The attitudes people bave about evaluation.

76
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3. Evaluators should focus on evaluation for the purpose of

improvement ofthe penon evaluated.

4. The penon evaluated should look at evaluatioQ as the opportunity

to have areas ofweakness poiIIted out This is DOt the case.

S. Evaluating subject areas with little knowledge ofcootent.

6. Not foUowing up with constructive criticism and providing the

teacher with the proper professional development.

Do you dellel any opposition to the utablishmenr ofnduation practicufor all
educationalpersonnel? For eramplefrom: the NLTA. teachers. or administTalors.

AIl tenured teachers felt that there would be opposition to the establishment of

evaluation practices for alI educational personnel. One teacher said "there will be

opposition to anything of this nature. The degree ofopposition will depend on the sdling

job as to the purpose aCme process." Another interviewee believes "teachers are scared.

to be evaluated. for fear oCthe truth coming out," One teacher staled there would be

opposition unfortunately because "some people believe that when they have been teaching

for a number of years or have attained a higher position in the educational fidd., they do

oot need evaluation. These people, perhaps. are more in need ofevaluation than most."

Replacement teachers said yes. there would be opposition. but were unable to

suggest reasons why.

Probationary teachers felt there would be opposition to the establishment of
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evaluation policies for the simple feason that no one likes to be evaluated and opened up

to, or for aiticism.. Teachers may feel. that they are the ooly group evahw:ed. and as one

teacher said "honestly, [ have never beard ofanyone other than teachers being evaluated.

perhaps because I am a fairly new teacher." Another interviewee suggested that there may

be opposition to the idea ofevaluation because people get set in their ways and change

does not happen easily or without opposition and resistance."

Research Question If1

Wbat do educational~aDdputtive as their role ia tile rormBlatioD of
evaluation policies!

What about the deve{opmem ofthe policy? How can this policy be developed? Who
should develop it?

Tenured teachers felt that input should come from all stakeholders in the education

field. However. they unamiously believed that the major contribution must come from the

teachers. One teacher stated:

Teachers must have a vital role in the creation oran evaluation policy ifit is

to work. Too often in this profession everything bas been dictated to us,

and as a result, there bas been tremendous opposition. Ifwe are

professionals, then treat us as professionals. For the most pan, the people

who are in positions ofpower have the same level of education as most
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classroom teachers. However, they do not have all the solutions to the

problems in educatiOD.

Replacement teachers felt that any policy that is developed should be developed by

a panel comprised ofall educational personnel, and DO one groop should be represented

more than any other group. One teacher suggested that the list of representatives should

include: teachers. administrators. government officials, school board members. stUdents.

and parents. Replacement teachers finnly believe that an evaluation policy can be

developed even in light ofcurrent practices by allowing or giving all educational personnel

the opportunity to CODtnDute., make suggestions., and to r.U5e points ofcontention.

Probatiooary teachers believe that any policy that they will be subject to should be

formulated only if they have input into the process. [{the policy is imposed rather than

mutually developed, the negative attitudes that currently exist towards evaluation will only

increase. All educational stakeholders are needed to develop an effective and usable

poucy.

Probationary teachers also believe that before any policy is developed, all existing

policies aD evaluatioD should be critiqued to determine strcogW and weaknesses. They

believe the most imponant element needed is COnsuhatiOD throughout the process.

Teachers need to feel: that they are a pan afthe process, not only subjected to it.
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What is needed to make the process work? Is it possiblefor all stakeholders to mutually
agree on Q procusand a final policy? Why or why not?

Tenured teachers believe that a final worlcable policy is a definite possibility, and

can be a reality ifcertain precautions are taken. 1be one key element common among all

teachers was consultation. One teacber summed up the group's response by saying "there

must be DDJtuaI respect and understaDding from all stakeholders. The reality is that

teachers are central to the evaluation policy and its implementation. Teachers are the main

recipients, and thus should be its main developers."

Replacement teachers shared mixed reactions to the idea ofmutually agreeing to

an evaluation process and final policy. Some believed lbat if the oecessary precautions

were taken in advance,. a policy could be generated with which all stakeholders agreed.

Others thought that it would be imposSible or at the least very difficult. One interviewee

said ..it would be very difIicult due to the natural conflict ofmttteSt that oists between

the various stakeholders in the education field."

Probationary teacbers unanimously agreed that for the process to work, more than

lip service must be given to all the stakeholders. There has to be a willingness to allow

new alternatives to evaluation to be tried and honestly assessed. lbere bas to be trust roc

any developments to take place. Teacbcn must trust fellow teachers., the administration

oflhe school, and the scbool board personnel. The administration aflhe school, and

school board personnel tIR1St in turn trust and view their teachers as competent
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professionals. It is imperative that this uust be reciprocated.

Research Question #8

How c:aa _ eval tioa policy be brolllbt to rruitioa (or all ed.catio..... personnel
givea the tnditio ud curreal evafunoa policirs!

What do you ~t as /he so{l4ion 10 cwerooming lite barriers towards ewzJuation practices?

Tenured teachers posed a variety ofpoteotial solutions to overcoming the barriers

towards evaluation practices. Among these are:

Hold teachers individually accountable for their students success.

Teacl>crs sbouId be judged by their end produa. As well, bave

proper evaluators who are suitab{e for the task.. Only a teacher can

evaluate a teacher. The next best candidate would be a student.

2. Evaluators be viewed as equals, not superiors.

3. Sel£: peer. and student evaJuation utilized more, (e.g. interview

studeots, department beads. colleagues, etc.)

4. Have more student input. they are the ones ultimately affected.

5. Evaluators be trained in subject areas. i.e. department beads.

However, this may lead to problems with colleagues.

Replacement teacbers were unable to suggest solutions towards overcoming the

barriers ofevaluation practices.
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Probatiooary teachers believe that there are several things which could be initiated

to reduce or overcome the barriers that exist towards evaluation practices. The list

includes:

t. Changing the perception ofevaluators as being negative.

2. Appropriate persoanel evaluating personnel in their own field of

expe<tise.

3. More structure to the process.

4. Time for teachers to seek help and work on alternatives (time for

Professional Development).

5. More conversation between administration and personnel to reduce

any stress that may arise.

6. Observe personnel outside the classroom duties. There is more to

teaching than what happens inside the walls ofa classroom.

7. The administration should have teaching duties, then they would be

able to appreciate the trials and uibulations a regular teacher

eocounters everyday.

How can opposition he overcome?

Most tenured teachers expressed the view that opposition could be surmounted if

the purpose and practice ofevaluation were more clearly defined. One teacher suggested
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that "detailed sessions be conducted outlining the purpose and the benefits ofan

evaluation process." One teacher was more militant by saying "gec rid of the incompetent

teac:ben and have only dedicated professionals. Dedicated professionals will wc!come

evaluation as a professional development tool."

Replacement teachers felt that the only way to overcome any opposition would be

to make evaluation mandatory for all educational personnel. Then individuals will not feel

like they are being singled out.

Probationary teachers felt that the first step to overcoming any opposition is to

cbange the perception ofevaluatioD that exists among teaching personnel. Evaluation bas

to be seen as constructive and non-intimidating for the benefit of the teacher

Do you ~rceive f!Wlluation ofai/educational personnel to be a radical practice in light
oftraditional practices?

Not one tenured teacher thought that the evaluation ofall educational personnel

was radical. One teacher said that" evaluation is radical in terms ofwhat is presently

practised. but not in terms ofwhat should be." Another interviewee stated "evaluation is

just common sense. The radical aspect is that it was not always the case." One teacher

looked at eva!uarion from another perspective and stated "ifwe assume that the people in

organizations that traditionally spearheaded evaluation procedures will expose themselves

to evaluation, then it would be radical."
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Replacement teachers felt lhat the majority aCthe teaching force would view

evaluation as radical. One teacher said "no matter what the idea, it would be viewed as

radical and useless by the personnel with negative attitudes lhat exist in our education

system." In the focus group sessions,. all agreed that evaluation is the way aCthe future

whether it be in education, health care., or the automobile industry.

Probationary teachers were divided in their views on whether evaluation practices

fol'" all personnel would be radical. Some said it would be radical because afthe long

tradition that existed in this province and the security given to tenured teachers. Another

teacher said an evaluation practice is radical but "ODC that is essential fo. accountability

and ensuring exceUence in the profession." The teachers who said 00, believed that

change is necessary in order for the most effective teaching to occur.

In light ojour current environment. do you think that evaluation ofall educational
personnel should be standardpractice? Ifso, why? Ifno. why not?

Tenured teachers bad a mixed reaction to the concept ofevaluation as it currently

exists. All tcachers believe that evaluation should be for everyone, however, under the

current enviroameut that would be an lmposstbility. One teacher said "'00, not without a

more tolerant and supportive evaluation policy that is the product aCthe teacbers, and all

educational stakeholders." Others made comments like "yes. as long as the criteria is

acceptable to teachers and the summative aspect is not the main purpose. Standards are
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necessary." "Yes. everyone should h.ave to meet a Set of standards to be effective in their

job."

All replacement teachers felt that evaluation should be Standard practice. One

interviewee said that "if improving the quality ofeducation is the main goal, then

evaluation needs to be completed at all levels.•• Another teacher stated:

The business environment that our students are entering makes teacher

evaluation a necessity, students now need the best qualified individuals

available to teach them. Then again. it is DOt the qualified aspect that is

importa.nt. but their ability to demonstrate it. It is a well-known fact lhat a

teacher who bas a glowing university transcript does not always make the

most effective teacher.

Probationary teachers believe that the only way to make the process work: is to

make it standard practice. Otherwise there would be 00 consistency or uniformity to

ensure fair and equal treatment.

What are your overall attitutks towards evaluation?

Tenured teachers had different attitudes towards evaluation. While aU ofthent

favored an evaluation process., some were very apprehensive. Some of their comments

were as follows:

"very positive theoretically, in practice however, there are many problems
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with who is qualified to evaluate, and what is the motive afme person

evaluating."

"Evaluation is a necessary evil as it exists, but can be a constructive toof to

good teaching."

"Generally, I have positive feelings, however, I am aware that evaluation as

it currently exists lacks credibility because it gives such a narrow picture of

the ability afthe teacher, and is usually completed by personnel who may

have been abseat from the classroom for many years. Also, if the motives

are to •get rid' of teachers, then that should oot be the purpose."

"{ have mixed feeling towards evaluation. [have positive feelings towards

how evaluation shouJd be conducted and negative feelings towards what

evaluations are used for."

Most repla.cement teachers bad a positive attitude towards evaluation when it was

conducted in a positive manner. One interviewee said "it depends upon the nature of the

evaluation policy and the manner in which it is being implemented. At present:, evaluation

practices and procedures need to be improved."
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Probationary teachers had different overall attitudes towards evaluation such as:

"Right now I view evaluation as a formality, but that is based on how

evaluation policies are used at present. In itself I think evaluation has great

potential when used properly."

"Evaluating can be very beneficial ifeveryone affected bas a positive

attitude towards the evaluation process. My overall attitude is positive,"

"Evaluation is intimidating. unproductive towards teaching methods, and in

its present form, useless."

HUtfI con the administrators ofthe school board involve all stakeholders in the
dew!lopmf!ntprocf!.ss?

Tenured teachers felt that administrators must activate a consultation process in

the development phase. One teacher said «facilitate everyone's input and give weight to

that input. It must be more than mere lip service." Another teacher suggested "the

primary aim ofevaluation wiD have to be the improvement oflhe teacher's ability to

deliver a program.. As professional educators/parents we have to be trusted to speak for

the ultimate stakeholder, the student."

Replacement teachers suggested that everyone be a part ofthe development

process. Only then will the process and eventual policy work. They suggested that there
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has to be the buy-in process before anything can begin.

Probationary teachers suggested that the school board conduct interviews and

surveys to get a feeling for the attitudes and perceptions of the teachers. Probationary

teachers also believe that all stakeholders must be involved in the process for it to work.

It was suggested in the foalS group sessions that the time oC'power- over' or domination

is gone, now we are into the age of'empowerment', The group suggested that the only

problem with this philosophy is that it requires a different style oflea.dcrship from what is

currently practised.

Summary

Om for this study were coUected by interviewing and performing focus groups

with founeen educators who were ofeither of tenured, replacement, or probationary

employment status. Six of these educators are teaching in the intermediate division. and

eight in the senior high division. The interview data were organized along the lines of

eight research questions. Responses were gathered regarding evaluation as an integral

aspect ofteaching. perceived fundamental pwpose ofevaluatiol1, impact oran evaluation

policy on teachiDg, aucial ingredients ofan evaluation process,. current barriers inlubiting

effective evaluation programs, educational personnel's perceptions as to their role in the



formulation ofevaluation policies., and evaluation policies and their impact on current

teaching pnctices.

g9
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C!lAPTERS

SUMMARY, DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

This chapter provides a.summary oftbe study, a statement. of the problem.. its

significance. suggestions from relevant research, methodology, and the findings of the

study. The summary oftbe findings examines the interview daIa ofeducational

personnel's attitudes and perceptions towards evaluation with respect to educational

personnel's view towards evaluation as an integral aspect of teaching. the purpose of

evaluation and its positive attributes. identification afme barriers perceived to inhibit

effective evaluation, overcoming identified barriers, evaluation policies and their impact on

CWTent teaching practices, crucial ingredients ofan evaluation model. and evaluation

policies as standard practice. The discussion section examines the findings aCthe study,

and the conclusion section looks at the general themes that have emerged from the data.

Fmally, recommendations ace presented for the estabI.isbmeot oran eva.luation system and

suggestions for funber study and research..

SUMMARY

Statement of the Problem

We are living in a society where there is an increased emphasis on documentation
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and accountability. Teachers are now more than ever being held accoum:able for their

ability to teach by the achievement levels attained by their students. With emphasis on

being accountable, teachers are feeling tremendous pressure to perform., and have their

students perform on various tests and performance indicators. Fiscal restraints on the

education system ofthis province. and the elimination of the Professional Development

Centre bas meant that educarors are in need ofa system to ensure that they are being

accountable. and ace providing the best instruction to the students armis province. The

goal afthe Professional Development Centre was to insc:rvice teachers with the latest

technology and teaching strategies to better prepare the students of this province for the

next millennium.

It has been suggested by educators within the educational community that a

possible solution may lie in the formulation and establishment ofan evaluation system for

all educational personnel in the province to include replacement. probationary, and tenured

teachers. This present study examined the degree to which educational personnel from the

intermediate and senior high levels pen:eive the pwpose and process ofevaluation and

bow, ifat an. the evaluation process can improve the education system of this province.

The intent was also to identifY what they perceive to be the positive and negative aspects

ofevaluation, and bow barriers might be overcome in an evaluation process. The final

purpose of this study was to identify wbat educational personnel view as critical
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ingredients in the fonnulation and establi.sbmem: ofan evaluation policy. and bow the

process can be brought to fruition.

Review of the Literature

Research literature on evaluation clearly states that its purpose is to hdp make

administrative decisions. Decision making is an integral aspect ofevaluation. the problem

arises when administrative decision making is the only purpose. The literature suggests

that ongoing evaluation is an integral and necessary aspect that contributes to personaJ and

professional growth. and is viewed as the key to maintaining effective teacbiog. Attitudes

towards evaluation are varied among educatiooal personneL Research indicates that there

are a variety offactors which determine ifeducational personnel will be receptive to an

evaluation process. The predominant feasoD being if the teacher was actually involved in

dleprocess.

M.......oIo&Y

nus study relied on the qualitative research paradigm for data coOectioo. Due to

the nature aCthe study, semi-structured interviews were employed to gather information

from educational personnel. Focus groups were utilized after all individual interviews

were conducted to further discuss the issues surrounding their attitudes and perceptions of
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evaluation. Focus groups were used to provide direction to the study. and also to give

teachers a chance to reflect and collaborate on the issue ofevaluation. The fundamental

aim of the study was to determine the attitudes and perceptions ofeducational personnel

towards evaluation,. and if they would be receptive to the idea ofan evaluation policy for

all educational personnel in this province.

Summary or Fiadings ~ Interview Data Analysis

Evaluatioa as aD integral aspect or lachille

Di::.aarmnem 'moni 'Md",] J:Ii, wtK:thcr evaluation is integral to ctftcriye

=hiD&

Replacement and probationary teachers were in agreement with evaluation being a

necessary and integral aspect of teaching. but probationary teachers were divided as to

whether evaluation is absolutely necessary to ensure effective teaching. Tenured teachers,

however. were in disagreement. with the view that evaluation is necessary to provide

effective teaching. All teachers at the senior high level felt that effective teaching can or

does occur without evaluation. Yet. evaluatiOD is necessary in general for the sole

purpose to ensure consistency and ensure standards are being met by aU educational

personnel. "The intermediate tenured teachers were of the opinion tbat continuous

evaluation is necessary to keep abreast with the current innovative teaching styles.
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2. Apuerns:nt thAt evaluatign should be for all educational personnel

All teachers held strong convictions that all educational personnel should be

evaluated. It was coaveycd unanimously that no ODe regardless of their position in the

hierarchical structure of the educational field sbouId be beyond evaluation.

3. A!llJ!tUlcpt that there is a need for Mlllarian

All educational personnel interviewed were in unanimous agreement that

evaluation should exist in education at alllevds. It was conveyed that because of the

nature of the profession and the stakes involved. that being the education ofour youth,

there has to be some mechanism in place to ensure that the aims and objectives of

education in this province ace being met. h was also communicated that being held

accountable is a reality. The competitive global market diew.es, and is oae afthe

performance indicators ofwhether educators are in fact doing their job. While it was

suggested that the education field is not totally resporwble for the province's current high

unemployment rate and performance in the global market, the education profession

naturally bas to take and accept some afme respoOSloility. It is believed that consistent

and continuous evaluation afoot only the educational per5Orme4 but the programs offered,

will drastically increase performance, and thus better prepare the youth of this province to

compete in the global marketplace.
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I. [)jH!lJl'JmICDI on the 6mdaJDClttai oumog ofcyaJuation

The teacbcrs interviewed disagreed with the fundamental purpose ofevaluation.

Replacement and probationary teachers believed that evaluation exists for both

professional development and for administrative decision making. Replacement teachers

feft that empbuis is placed on professional devdopment as opposed to administrative

purposes. Probationary teachers suggested t.h.u the primary reason for evaluation is to

justify administrative decision making. In theory, professiooal development is a

fimdamentaI aspect, but in reality teachers felt administ:mive decision making is the

underlying motivator camouflaged under a shroud ofevaluation.

Tenured teachers strongly believe that evaluation procedures exist primarily for

administrative decision making. All interviewees expressed the importance for the need of

the administrative aspect ofevaluation. but believe too much empha.sls is put 00 the

administrative: end of the continuum., and minimal emphasis placed on professional

development. Two of the respondents reported they have witnessed evaluation

procedures used primarily as a means to get teacber"s OUt aCthe profession. The person(s)

affected were not given the opportunity to effectively deal with the problems they Wtte

experiencing, and as a resuJt, the stress and pressure of being consistently evaluated and

told they were ineffective teachers forced them out aCthe profession. Incompetency was
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DOt the issue. nor was ever proven. it came down to blatam. misuse ofan evaluation policy.

These two respoodents communicated to the group during a focus group session that

cases like these leave a bitter taste in the mouths ofeducators. Events like these tear

schools and staffs apart and unfortunately they do DOt stay within the walls of the school.

As a result, evaluatiOQ ofpersonnel is not looked upon favorably for obvious reasons.

2. Aareemem pn the positive attributes gfevalu,rioo

All personnel agreed that evaluation has some positive attributes that are very

beneficial to both teachers and students. Some aCthe attnbutes include:

Allows standards to be set and achieved.

2. Ensures accountability is in place.

3. Promotes teacher growth. lmproves the quality of lnstruction:

- techniques of instruction;

- subject competence;

- planning and preparation techniques;

- classroom coatrol and management; and

~veraU professional growth.

4. Points out a teachers area of weakness so it can be rectified.

5. Highlights a persons strengths and rewards ingenuity.

6. Motivates one to do hislher best.
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7. Keeps individual teachers on their toes.

3. Djygreement as to whether the POsitive attributes cPS under the pu;sem !Mtem

Tenured and probationary teachers conveyed the opinion that most aCthe positive

attributes that should be in evaluation policies are not included in or exercised in current

evaluation procedures. Both groups felt that evaluation procedures have the potential to

make significant COntributiOI1S to the field ofeducation, but given the way they are

currently practised. many modifications would oeed to 0CQ1!' before evaluation procedures

are brought to fiuitioQ. Replacement teachers fdt that many aCthe positive attributes exist

in the current system. however, their existence depends upon the person doing the

evaluation. This perception was in line with tenured and probationary teachers. The three

groups concluded that the evaluator was the underlying and deciding factor as to whether

positive attributes exist in an evaluation policy.

Impact ofu EvalaaOOD Policy on Teacbing

1. Agreement that an cyaJuarign pOljcy wpuld baye i POsjrivs: impact OD tMcbini

All respoodents unanimousfy agreed that an evaluation policy would bave a

positive impact on teaching if the fundamental and primary objectives are to help improve

the act oflcaching, and to further enhance the learning outcomes of students,

2. AW¢CJD!!'Ot that an evaluatiOD poliev woyld be more ofan as'jd than a hindrance
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All respondents felt that an evaluation policy would be a definite asset to the

education system of this province ifit was designed with the emphasis on professional

development. All teachers realized the need for evaluation to aid in the administrative

decision-making process. but also felt that decision making should not be its fundamentaJ

purpose for existence. The process becomes a hindrance when it is more summatively

oriented.

3. Agn:s:ment !hat cvahlitioD policies can have negatiye co~seqUencesfor the: tracher

AIl interviewees held the opinion that evaluation practices could have negative

repercussions for teachers being evaluated. All respondents clearly stated that there is a

tremendous amount of stress and anxiety associated with evaluations. The focus groups

also communicated that the current system ofevaluation lacks the mechanisms to help

alleviate the stressors associated with the process. It was suggested by the interviewees

that these negative consequences resulted in the negative perceptions and attitudes that

ocist towards evaluation.

4. Agreement that the nqrativc eonsc:qJlf!'DCl';$ muld be: c:ffP:Cjjyely dealt with

Wnh the exception oCthe replacement teachers, all other respondents felt that the

possible negative consequences could be effectively dealt with ifthe policies and

procedw"es were genuine in helping teachers become better educators. Eliminating

negative impact would depend. upon teachers initial and continuous involvement in the
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Cannulation of the evaluation process,. rather than being subjected to evaluation.

5. Asre<;mmt that the most imponam oonscqlll:net is [he positive impact eya.luarion
can tyro: for smdr;nts

All interviewees unanimously agreed that the most important consequence is the

positive impact evaluation policies can have for students. Respondents communicated that

students are the most important stakeholders in the educational process and every possible

measure should be put in place to ensure that students are receiving the best possible

education.

Cru~iaJ lagrediea.tI of au Evaluatio. Proc:ess

Only the tenured teachers were able to suggest what they perceive to be the crucial

ingredients necessary for an effective evaluation process. Both the replacement and

probationary teacbers Wefe unable to suggest what they felt were crucial ingredients.

During focus group sessions. the interviewees explained that the reason for their inability

to suggest crucial ingredients was due to their lack ofexperience in the teaching

profession. Most of them at this point bad little experience with evaluanom and never

actually thought about what should be included.

Tenured teachers were able to identifY more elabomely with the evaluation

process. and thus the crucial ingredients ofan effective evaluation policy. During the

focus group sessions tenW"ed teachers suggested that an evaluatioa policy include:
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A buman element, for no one is perfect.

2. Feedback to the individual evaluated.

3. Corrective processes for any problems detected.

4. Growth oriented for all educatioaal personnel.

5. Practical. It must be a. policy that can be implemented. if not, then

it is useless.

6. A series of stages to demonstrate improvement. It cannot be a one

time deal. Emphasis must be on evaluation as a process with an

eveutuaI judgement, not mere judgement.

7. The employers philosophy ofewluarion must be communicated to

the pe<SOnnel.

8. PersonneJ need to be inserviced before, during. and after the

process begins to ensure it is a positive experience.

9. Must be developed by teachers for teachers.

10. EvaJuato~ must be qualified and consistent among evaluations.

II. Must be student focused which is the whole purpose ofeducation.

Curnat Barritn Inhibiting Effective Evaluation Programs

Agreement that there au: barriers that inhibit cffe:ctive waluarioo programs
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All interviewees regardless of their employment status or teaching division felt that

the currc:ar: evaluation pnctices contain certain barriers that seriously binder an effective

peaformance appraisal system. Among these ace:

Difficulty in giving a comprehensive evaluation during an hour loog

class several times a year. As it is currently practiced.lt is too

much ofan isolated experience.

some teachers will show their best work when they ace

being evaluated (does not depict the real day-to-day

situation)

evaluation is for the most pan sporadic, and an examination

of independent isolated. events.

2. There is an 'elitist status' oEmost evaluators and many of these

individuals do not focus on the positives.

3. Incompetent uninformed evaluators with their own agendas.

evaluators should focus on eva.luation for the purpose of

improvement aCthe person evaluated.

evafuators are often unaware of'intangtoles' that need to be

known before evaluation can take place.

4. Students are inhibited by an alien presence in the classroom. Often
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when a guest comes into the classroom the environment changes.

and this often makes the experience artificial

5. The view aCthe evalu.uoc with respect to the evaluation process

from start to finish.

6. The views and perceptions of the evaluated. Teachers often feel

nervous and uptight due to the nature ofevaluation.

Evaluators being removed from the vigor ofeveryday teaching.

The outcomes they expect are based totally on theory rather than

the teachers realistic situation.

8. The attitudes educational personnel have towards evaluation. The

person evaluated should look at evaluation as the oPPOrrunity to

have areas ofweakness pointed ouL This is seldom the case.

9. Not following up with constructive criticism. and providing the

teacher with the proper professioDai devdopmeot.

10. Evaluating areas with little subject Icnowledge.

II. One person is usually in charge ofevaluatiollS. To get a more

accurate evaluation, more people should be involved in the process.

12. Lack ofadministrative time. Sometimes the administration has

bem 50 far removed from the aetuallcaching aspect of the job that
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they may not be able to make a.ccuraIe judgements.

2. A!lRC'mfiPC that tbc:re would he oppositign to the csah1jshmem gran appraisal
svs!!!m for all c:d"carioM.! personnel

All teachers felt that there would be a certain degree ofopposition to the

establishment ofan evaluation system for all educational perSOMeI. Probationary and

replacement teachers were unable to suggest underlying reasons for such opposition other

than the fact that 00 ooe likes [0 be scrutinized. Tenured teachers suggested that any

process that opens an individual up to criticism will be challenged. especialty by the

NLTA The NLTA would have to act on the consensus eCns membership as most

teachers dread the thought ofopening their classrooms and their teaching skills. or lack of

skills. to an evaJuatiOl1 process. Tenured teachers identified the bureaucratic structure that

exists in the educational system, and the natural division that has taken place between

employer-employee. and teacher-administration to be a major contributing factor to the

opposition of the establishment ofan appraisal system.

It was communicated by the interviewees tba.t teachers have been stripped oftbeir

professional dignity and self-respect within the last decade. Most aCme negative aspects

within the educational system is seen as the direct result ofteacben. Seldom is it realized,

or acknowledged, that the problems may be the direct result of the system that the

educators are functioning under. Four out ofsix: tenured interviewees said change ofany

Icind will never occur easily because of the bamers that have been created between the
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various stakeholders in the educational fidel. The current structure does not contain a

human element, and as a result. a wall exists between the various stakebolden involved

within the profession.

It was also suggested that despite the perception, teachers would welcome

evaluation procedures because they are very competent, and deeply care for the students

they teach. It was reiterated that ifteacbers were not concerned professionals, they would

not dedicate the tremendous amount of time and energy into planning, extracurricular

activities, and the numerous tutorial sessions outside their regular teaching duties.

It was unanimously agreed that the opposition would come from the perceptions

ofbow evaluation procedures would be used. Interviewees suggested that because of the

government's ttaek: record. and the inhumane treatment of some administrations and

school boards towards teachers. teachers will seriously wonder about the fundamental and

wtderlying purpose ofevaluation. Many ace convinced that it would DOt be for the

betterment ofeducation for the students of this province, but to aid in the administrative

decisions in light of the fiscal realities that this province is facing. In essence, the degree

ofopposition would greatly depend upon the sel.lingjob as (0 the purpose of the

eva1uatioD. process.
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Eduatiooal PenollDd's PerceptiollS as to their Role in the Foraudatioa: of
Ev....tio.Policies

1. Ai""emJc:nt that any eyaluarion policy sboll!d be: develpped by all educational-All respondents suggested that the crucial ingredieDts necessary in the

development ofany evaluatiOD policy would be the direct involvement ofall educational

persoMel in the process. AJJ groups also thought that the major contribution and input

should come from the teachers themselves. One interviewee summed up the ideas of the

focus groups by saying "'teachers must have a vital role in the creation of aD evaluation

policy ifil is to work. Too often in this profession everything has been dictated to u.s. and

as a result. there bas been tremendous opposition.n

2. PiHiTeemem that it is possible for all gakChplders to murual1y agree po a process
and a final ppH'C)'

Tenured and probationary teachers agreed that a final policy is possible and can be

brought to fruition ifcertain precautions are taken before the process actually starts. Most

replacement teac.hen also thought that ifcertain precautions were taken the process would

work.. Others thought that it would be impossible to have aU stakeholders agree, or at the

least very difficult due to the differences that exist between them.

The main precaution that became evident throughout the interviews and focus

groups was the need for a consultation prooess. This process would have to be more than

just a series ofmeetings to understand peoples feelings and merely paying lip service to
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the process, and then go off'aDd develop the policy. Teachers were concerned that the

current tactics implied by all administrative stnlctures are to consult and bestow

empowerment. These are the current buzz words, however, the only purpose served is to

make people feel good. As long as people think they are consulted and involved.

everything will go over smoothly. Teacher's have seen this process before., and are very

weary ofbeing asked for input.

Evaluation Policies aad their Impact 00 CamDI Teacbiag Pn.ctices

1. Agrccrncm that there arc solutions to omcoming the barxjm toWirdS Mlnation

ll.lll<liw

Replacement teacbe:rs were unable to suggest solutions to overcoming barriers

towards evaluation practices. All teoured and probationary teacber"s interviewed

suggested solutions, These include:

Conduct inservice sessions for all persoMel prior to any

development of policy.

2. Allow the process to evolve. Tune must be invested if it is to work..

3. Emphasis must be on growth as opposed to judgement.

4. Evaluators must be viewed as equals rather than superiors.

S. Evaluators be trained in the subject area being evaluated.

6. Time to seek help ifproblems are detected. The need for a tracking
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system. A teacher sbouJd DOt be put 'on review' for one

unfavorable evaluation.

7. Evaluation must be a process., not an isolated eveot.

8. Have teachers individually accountable for their students success.

9. Utili.ze a variety ofevaluation methods for data coUection.

10. Evaluations should include more than just the classroom exercises.

A holistic approach.

II. Administration should have teaching duties so as to be able to

identify with the regular classroom teacher.

2. Agreement that the eyalUariQD ora!! educatioN! pmnnnel is not a radical practice

All educational personnel interviewed believe that a performance: appraisal system

would not be a radical practice because oftbe tremendous respons1bility that is involved

with the job aCeduearing the youth oftbis province. (t was communicated that the stakes

are too high to leave to chance therefore, there bas to be some mechanism in place to

ensure that every student is given every cbance for the best education possible.

3. Agrmnqrt that millarig" should be standard PClctice

All teachers thought that evaluation ofeducational personnel should be standard

practice, and that the only way for any evaluation process to work would be to evaluate aU

personnel. Most teachers agreed that the process would not be able to work the way it is
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currently practiced in this province. h was suggested that current evaluation policies need

to be reevaluated with strengths and weaknesses highlighted. It was also communicated

that ifeducation is to improve in this province., one must continuously evaluate the

auTia.aJ.um and the methods used to teach students.

DISCUSSION

The findings afmis study indicate that educational personnel regardless of

employment status favor the establishment ofa performance appraisal system within the

research setting. Traditionally in this province., evaJuarion practices existed oaly for

replacement and probationary teachers. Once teachers were granted tenure, they were 00

longer evalualed for their performance except when placed on review by the school

acfminjstration and the school board. As a result, the current evaluation procedures

practised in this province are viewed as merely ritualistic lacking the effectiveness

necessary to foster professional development and due process to justify any administrative

decision making.

There is a consensus among educatiooaJ personnel in this study that some sort of

change is necessary in the education system to ensure that the youth ofthis province are

receiving the necessary education to compete in the ever changing competitive global

workplace. Educatiooallite:ratuee explicitly states that student achievement is inextricably
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linked with teacher effectiveness. It is the aim and philosophy aCme current governmeut

administration to ensure that the highest quality of teaching occurs in the classrooms of

this province. The government also identifies the need for an accountability system to

moDitor the performance ofthe students, educators. and every facet of the educational

system. However. the government's degree of6nanciaI commitment will largely

determine the extent to which any of these aims are brought to fruition.

Teachers realize the need to be held accountable and for the most part welcome an

accountability process. However, teachers in this study communicated that before one can

be held totally accountable, tbet"e must be a system. in place to monitor and ensure reacher

effec:tive:oess. Teachers feel that they are being bdd more accownabIe than ever- before.

but at the same time believe the accountability paradigm laclcs the process. The problem

with the current system ofeva.luation is that teachers feel they are being judged rather than

assessed.

Teachers see a dire need for an evaluation process beyond the probationary and

replacemeot time fi"ames. The interviewees communicated the idea that evaluation is a

process rather than a product. It was also emphasized that our society is continually

evolving and cbaDging. therefore, there is an increased need for the evaluation of teacher's,

programs. and teaching styles. While many teacbers disagree on the fundamental pwpose

ofevaluation, they all agree that evaluation practices will bave a positive impact on the
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group that matters the most in this endeavor, the students The purpose ofeducation is to

prepare the youth to &ce and accept the cba.Uenges ahead of them. The job ofeducators

is to prepare students to meet these challenges. An evaluation system ofeducational

personnel can only enhance this process.

Teachers in the present study identified the need to be evaluated, however. they

also realize that a process that opens oneself to criticism will have certain repercussions.

As a safeguard, the current process must undertake a series ofdevdopments and further

refinements. Believing in the need for an evaluation policy is one realm, bringing it to

fruition is another. Tcachers identified barriers that inhibit effective evaluation programs.,

but firmly believe these barriers can be overcome ifall educationaJ stakeholders enter the

process without having hidden agendas. These agendas when identified will destroy any

confidence the stakeholders may have placed in the system.

Educational pefSOl1Del identify with the current drive to be held more accountable.

Educational pe:rsormel in this study want a system ofevaluation that will not only judge

their effectiveness, but develop good teachers into more effective ODeS. Teachers realize

more than any other group that education is a life long journey that is constmtly cbanging

in light of new technologies and the demands from the global workplace. An effective

practical evaluation system will only enhance and ensure that educators are doing what

they are hired to do.
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Contrary to perceptions within the educational profession that teachers ace

unwilling to accept evaluations on a regular basis. the findings of this study do not support

these claims. The teachers interviewed in this study were somewhat enthusiastic and

positive towards the concept ofevaluation. While most bad reservations. the overall

attitudes and pen:eptions of the interviewees were positive.

Research literature suggests that ifan evaluation system is to help solve some of

the problems that exist in education. teachers need to be placed at the center aCthe

process. Research indicates that there are a variety of factors that determine ifeducational

penonnel. will be receptive to an evaluation process. but whether or not the teacher is

actually involved throughout the process is the predominant factor. All the interviewees in

this study shared the same concern as to the acruaJ. policy development. It was not a

matter ofbeing receptive to the idea., but whether they would have actual meaningful input

into its development. Many aCthe problems encountered with teachers and their overall

willingness to participate in ventureS have nothing to do with teachers. The administrative

structure in which teachers have to operate., is the problcm. It must also be pointed out

that administrators fee:! trapped by the same system. It will not be until all stakeholders

agree that they want something other than what the current system is providing will any

real change occur. An idea for further research would be to look at the attitudes and
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perceptions ofadministrators and school boaed penonnel that represent the other end of

the continuwn in the educational administrative structure.

Research literature su~ests that the main and deciding barriers to the

establishment ofan evaluation policy are the attitudes and perceptions of the educational

personnel. 1bese barriers were fouod in the literature to be more prevalent in the

personnel of post-secondary institutions than regular schooling environments. These

barriers were evident in this study. For the most pan, teachers in this study had positive

attitudes and perceptions towards evaluation and the establishment ofan evaluation policy.

Barriers they identified were the results afme way evaluations are currently conducted in

this province.

The maio theme that was communicated throughout the interviews and focus

groups was for the direct involvement in policies that will have an impact on both the

teacher and student. The teachers interviewed in this study appear to be willing to have

evaluation as a regular aspect oftheir job given that they have a voice in the fomulation,

establishment, and fimcr:ioning ofany perfOllJWlce appraisal system.. The literature

recommends., and is reiterated by the interviewees in this study, that any system of

evaluation must contain certain elements and take certain precautionary measures before

any policy is formulated and implemented. The problem is bow to develop and implement

an evaluation system that highlights instructional and professional improvement, and at the
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same time facilitates the administrative decision-making paradigm

In conclusion,. the findings afthis study indicate that despite me perceived attitudes

and perceptions regarding teacber evaluation, te:aclten are ready and willing to accept the

challenge to help develop and implement an evaluation policy for all educational

perscxmd. The intention is to improve instructional and professional development, and

increase student learning wbile aiding the administrative decision-making process. It is

this combination orOOm the formative and summative aspects that will have optimum

impact on the student, and solve or at least increase the accountability issue. Society is

experiencing a period ofchange, and the educationa16eld is in the midst of it. As Fullan

(1982) suggem; change is never easy. Teachen have the option ofdoing one of two

things. they can continue 'With the status quo, or they can accept the cbaIlenge and strive

to prepare the students of this province for the next millennium. The attitudes and

perceptions for educational change is very positive in spite of the fact that morale is at an

all time low. It is these attitudes and perceptions that really demonstrate the professional

cbatacter of the teachers of this province.
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unERYmWSCHEDULE

EpUCATIONAl PERSONNEl'S VIEW TOWARDS EyAI IJATION AS AN

INTEGRAl ASPECT OF TEACHING.

a) Were you ever evaluated in your teaching career"

How would you describe your experience with evaJuation? Why'?

- positive

- negative

b) What are your current views towards evaluation?

Do you view evaluation as an integral aspect or teaching?

ii) Do you feel effective teaching can occur without some son or

evaluation?

c) How do you feel about the current drive towards being held accountable

and the need to have everything documented?

d) How would you define evaluation, or what is your philosophy or

evaJuation.

e) Do you think evaJuation should be for all educational persoMel?

Are there any exceptions?

ill Why should they be excluded?
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t) Do you ree! there is a need ror evaluation in teactting? Why?

g) What is your personal attitude towards evaluation?

2. THE PllRPOSE OF EyAllIATION ANI) ITS PQsmyE AURIBUfES.

•,a) What do you perceive to be the purpose ofevaluation and evaluation

procedures as they are currently implemented?

- is it for professional development?

• adminiStrative decision making?

- a combination?

b) What do you believe to be the positive anributes orevaluation?

c) Do you believe these attnbutes exist under the present system or

evaluation? If no, why is this the case in your opinion?

d) Do you think evaluation should occur in aU professions. including teaching?

3. lD!;NTIflCATION OF mE BARRIERS PERCElYED TO rNHIBlI

EFfECTIVE EyAlljATION.

a) Do you think there are barriers that prevent effective evaluation'?

b) What do you perceive to be the barriers that inlubit the practice oreffective

evaluation? For example. lack or administrative time to effectively evaluate

personnel.
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4. OVERCOMING IDENTIflED BARR[ERS.

a) What do you see as the solution to overcoming the barriers towards

evaluation practices?

b) Do you detect any opposition to the establishment of evaluation practices

for all educationaJ personnel? Such. as:

NLTA

ii) Teachers

iii) Administration

c) How can any opposition be overcome?

EVAl ['ADON p~ (rrES ANQ TIfETR [MPACT ON OJBRENT TEACHING

a) Do you believe an evaluation policy would impact on teaching? Why?

Positively

ii) Negatively

b) [ffor instance you perceive evaluation to have serious consequences on the

teacher.

What are the consequences?

ii) How can they be eliminated or effectively dealt with?

b) In your opinion. what is more important. the positive impact evaluation practices
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can have on the students, or the negative impact evaluation practices may have on

the teacher? (Assuming there are negative impacts).

6. CRISCIAI lNGREDIENTS OF AN EyA! lSATION MODEL.

a) Lets assume that there is to be an evaluation policy established in every

district of the province.

In your opinion, what do you view to be tbe crucial ingredienr.s of

the policy itse1f7

it) What about the development of the policy'!

iii) How can this policy be deveioped?

rv) Who should develop the policy"

v) How can the administrators of the board involve all stakeholders in

the development process?

b) What is needed to make the process work?

Is it possible for all stakeholders to mutually agree on a process and

a final policy? Why or why not'?

7. EyAUJATION poLICIES AS STANDARD PRACTICE

a) Do you perceive evaluation ofall educational personnel to be a radical

practice in light of traditional practices?

b) (n light ofour current environment, do you think that evaluation of aU
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educational personnel should be standard practice? [f so. Why? If no. Why

not?

c) Do you see evaluation as a means of being accountable?

d) Reflecting on the act oftea.ching. do you think evaluation practices is an

asset or a hinderment?

e) Assuming that evaluation practices are standard and a part of professional

development. What type ofevaluation would you prefer? Why?

- peer evaluation

- self-evaluation

- team approach (peer. administrative. and board personndl

f) What are your overall attitudes towards evaluation?

8. OTIiER COMMENTS

Are there any issues, questions or concerns that you feel is important to an analysis

of Uris topic that what not covered in the interview. Are there any questions that

you would like to ask me regarding the topic.
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P. O. Box 126
Catalina. NF
AQC IJO

September [. 1996

Mr. X
Superintendent
DistrictY
ZOZOZO

Dear Mr. X,

( am requesting approval to conduct a qualitative research project at Juniper High during
the fall of 1996 as part of my thesis for the requirements for the Master of Education program at
Memorial University of Newfoundland.

The research proposal is under the supervision of Dr. Clar Doyle of the Faculty of
Education and is currently under review by the ethics committee.

The purpose of this study is to examine the attitudes and perceptions of educational
personnel towards evaluation and evaluation procedures. With the current reStructuring of the
educational landscape of this province there is pressure to have students achieve provincially and
nationally. As a result.. there is emphasis placed on the teaching force of this province to be more
accountable. Evaluation is commonplace in everyday life and exists in all other professions. The
aim is to see bow educational personnel in all divisions,. regardless ofclassification; replacement.
probationary, and tenured feel about evaluation and an evaluation process

The research procedure would involve interviews and focus groups with teachers. The
interviews will be approximately one hour in duration and the time and location will be at the
discretion of the interviewee. The interview will be structured with an open response. Structured
in the sense that specific questions will be asked. yet. open in the sense that teachers are free to
relate any infonnation they feel is pertinent to the study. Participation is strictly voluntary and the
teachers reserve the right to refrain from answering any line ofquestioning that they do not feel
comfortable with. The teachers also have the right to opt out of the process any time they SO

desire. At the conclusion of the study, any interviews recorded will be destroyed to ensure
confidentially.

Neither the school board., school, Dor individual teachers will be identified in the study. If
you require any further information on this subject., or if this does not meet your satisfaction, then
I will gladly met any requirements you may have. Ifyou so wish a copy of the thesis will be made
available to you to analyze before its submission to the thesis comminee.
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You consent would consist of a signarure on the fonn anached to this letter. I thank you
in advance for your support.

Yours truly,

Gordon Broderick
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[ give: pomission is given to Gordon Brodmck to conduct
a study on the: attitude:s and pe:rceptions ofeducational personnel towards e:va.Iuation and
e:va.Iuation proce:dure:s as de:scribed in his lette:r to me on Septe:rn.be:r 1,1996. It is the: option of the
school board to review the: study bc:fore: its final submission to the thesis committee:

Oato Signature:
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P. O. Box 126
Catalina.NF
AOC IJO

September I. 1996

Dear Interviewee.

r am requesting your consent to participate in a research project that will be conducted
during the fall of 1996 as part of my thesis for the requirements for the Master of Education
leadership program at Memorial University of Newfoundland.

The research project is under the supervision ofDr-. Clar Doyle of the Faculty of Education
at Memorial University of NewfoundJand, and is currently under review by the ethics committee.
Permission has been granted to conduct litis study by Mr. Jones. Superintendent of District X .
There wiU be 00 identification of individual teachers or the school district in the final document.
Complete confidentially ofdata will be exercised by the researcher

The purpose of this study is to examine the attitudes and pttceptions ofeducational personnd
towards evaluation and evaluation procedures. With the current restructUring of the educational
landscape oflhis province there is pressure to bave students achieve higher levels provincially, and
nationally. As a result, there is emphasis placed on the teaching force of this province to be more
accountable. Evaluation is commonplace in everyday life and exists in all other professions. The aim
is to see how educational personnel in all divisions. regardless of classification; replacement.
probationary, and tenured feel about evaluation and an evaluation process.

lbe research procedure would involve your panicipation in an interview and a focus group
session with other teachers. The interviews will be approximately I to 11/2 hours in duration. and
the rime and location will be a.r. your discretion. The interview will be structured with an open
response. Str\.lCtUf'td in the sense that specific questions will be asked, yet., open in the sense you are
free to relate any information you feel is relevant and pertinent to the study. With your permission,
I would like to record the interview on audio cassette to avoid the task: on taking notes during the
interview and to eliminate the possibility of losing valuable data. At the conclusion of the study. any
interviews recorded will be destroyed to ensure confidentially.

Your participation would be greatly appreciated in this endeavor, however, your participation
is voluntary and you reserve the right to refrain from answering any line ofquestioning you do not
feel comfortable with. You will also have the right to opt out of the process any time you so desire.
Again, neither the school board, school, nor individual teachers will be identified in the study. Ifat
any time you require further information on this subject. or if this does not meet your satisfaction.
then I will gladly met any requirements you may have. Ifyou so wish, a copy of the thesis will be
made available to you to analyze before its submission to the thesis committee.
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You consent would consist ofa signature on the form anached to this letter. Again, I wish
to assure you that your participation is voluntary, non..ooligatory. confidential and you reserve the
right to withdraw at anytime. [thank you in advance for youe cooperation.

Yours truly,

Gordon Broderick
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l give permission to Gordon Broderick to conduct an
interview on the attitudes and perceptions ofeducational personnel towards evaluation and evaluation
procedures. It is my understanding that no reference will be made to my name in any part of the
research process, or any part of the final document. I have the right to review the document before
its submission to the thesis committee., and reserve the right to retract any infonnation that I may
reveal during the interview process.

Date SignafUl'e
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